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ABSTRACT

Blockchain technology enables the creation of a decenfualized environmento where

ffaruactions and data are not under the control of any third party organization. Any

Ensaction ever completed is recorded in a public ledger in a verifiable and permanent

way. Based on the blockchain technology, we propose a global higher education

credentialing platform, named DZACHAIN. This platform is based on the Algerian

higher education system where the ministry is in control of all the higher education

ifi?itutions (IIEIs). It constitutes a globally trusted, decentralized higher education

credentialing that can offer credential holders a way to hold and shaxe their acadmic

cgfCntials directly with others in a safe and trusted way, as well as offering a globally

unifled viewpoint for credential issuers(FlEls) and employers. We present a prototype

itgleTentation of the environment, based on the open-source Hyperledger hoha

Blockchain Platform. Based on a distributed peer-to-peer network, DZACHAIN will

manEandcontrol credential tokens and WX records, which represent accordingly the

diplomas and the work experience that credential holders gain after graduating.

Credential holders and employers are the peers of the blockchain network, as well as

government peers. The platforrr is a first step toward a more tansparent and

technologically advanced form of higher education management systems.

Keywords : Blockchain technology, Academic credentials, Diplomas, Hyperledger Iroha"

Higher education, distributed peer to peer networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Academic credentials are a very important mean to evaluate ones qualifications and set

of skills in the job market. Employers depend on them in the process of identi$ing

proper candidates for a certain job. The process of issuing and veriffing these

credentials have known slow improvements throughout the years compared to other

fields which explains the growing cases of fraud related to academic credentials.

Furthermore, in this digital er4 popular platforms are commonly used to publish

peoplens qualifications without any background checks. Those checks are naturally

ignored because they involve a complicated and tengthy procedure. So doing this kind

of verification in such platforms is not even an option. Other e-leaming platforms are

facing similar problems when issuing certificates to users.

New solutions are continuously proposed to solve these problems but none proven to be

real effective, like the digitization of credentials, which have been adopted by some

higher education institutions and credential issuers where digital documents are signed

using digital signatures and central databases are used for their storage. After a while,

these solutions have proven to rise other issues, as relatively easy it is to forge paper

based credentials and documents, and it was also relatively easy to forge digitally signed

ones. The use of central databases has always had disadvantages and the lookup for

altematives is continuing. In these last few years, newer and more promising solutions

have emerged using some newly developed technologies, important and even more

promising ones are using what is now called the Blockchain technology.

Promising use-cases of blockchain technology were already identified in a multitude of
s@tors, like logistics, payments, auditing and compliance, supply chain managemenr,

instranceo retail and healthcare. However, the research into how blockchain can be used

in higher education is still at its first phases.

In this work we investigate the applicability of blockchain in the academic certification

context. In particular, we will focus on coming up with a blockchain based solution to

improve the processes of issuing and venrying academic credential in the higher

education system.

xlv



" I do think the blockchain infrastructure is here to stay"
. Iuisa Su

Chapter I

BTOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

hroughout time, the information and communication

technology has seen numerous developments in order to
facilitate, enhance and secure the exchange and the share of
information, data and funds in assorted way. With the emergence

of the Internet, digital communications emerged, empowering all

forms of data interchange through online transactions. The

evolution of the lnternet gave rise to important security issues and

challenges as well as the corresponding strategies to face them.

Such issues are having an increasing impact on trust which is a
keystone of our society as every human interaction takes place in
the medium of trust, lnformation society as well needs trust to
carry on. lt needs a digital trust that should be enabled by

information technology. ln this chapter wetll try to introduce the
new and innovative technology of Blockchain. Wetll show how this
technology can be used to securely share and control information
among parties who do not necessarily trust each other, and how it
benefit the way we deal with transactions. The chapter covers

aspects: concept illustration, characteristics, applications, etc.



I.1-. BrocrccHAIN CONCEPT

Trust is one of the most fundamental elements of human existence. In business

for example and until recently, all our tansactions were based on "trusted"

intermediaries or trusted third parties (TTP) that took the lead and managed all the

records of the fransactions. Today banks keep track of all parties' balances in a

ledger that is closed off to the public. We rely on banks to confirm or reject

transactions. The bank checks the balances of the ftading parties in the ledger and

updates it whenever a transaction has occurred. This is a system with a centralized

authority - the bank. Blockchain is the opposite - essentially a system with
distributed authority amongst users that enables them to trade digital assets [1].

This is very interesting because in many situations this same source of trust isn't

itself fully trusted by its users. This lack of trust may lead at to situations where the

entities of some desired interaction don't have such TTPs at all. Blockchain

technology was developed to answer that need. it innoduces a new trust architecture

to replace the legacy trust intermediaries.

The blockchain technology was first proposed and deployed by an anonymous

person or group under the name Satoshi Nakamoto, in 200g [l]. Nakamoto

developed a decenbalized peer-to-peer electronic cash system that leveraged a new

technology, later being labeled "Blockchain", to create Bitcoin, the famous and

controversial cVptocurrency. The proposed system would allow online payments

to be sent directly from one party to another without going through a fmancial

institution. Bitcoin enables the creation of a decentralized environment where the

cryptographically validated transactions and data are not under the control of anv

central authority or intennediaries.

I.1.1. DEFINITION

In this section we ty to furd the accurate meaning of the new buzz word

'Blockchain" by selecting defuritions from the literature. The first known

application and use of the blockchain is the one that Satoshi Nakamoto proposed in
his paper [lJ. He never used the exact term "blockchain" to describe the solution or

the underlying technolory, but instead used the term "block chain" in a comment in
the Bitcoin source code to refer to a chain of blocks. Both spellings were later used
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throughout the literature to refer to the different cryptographic technologies behind

cryptocurrencies but now the term refers to technology that goes beyond Bitcoin

and Altcoins and one that can be deployed to store theoretically any kind of data.

A tamper evident and tamper resistant digral ledger implemented in a

distributed fashion (i.e., without a central repository) and usually without a

cenftal authority (i.e., a bank, company or govefttmerl$. At their basic level,

they enable a community of usets to tecord tansactions in a shared ledger

within that community, such that under normal operation of the blockchain

network no transaction can be changed once published."

-National 
institute of standards and technolory NIST [2]

This definition excludes permissioned blockchains but there still is confioversy on

the definition of the term; many af,gue that private systems where the permission to

veri$r data and transactions is given to a central authority, it should not be

considered a blockchain while others disagree. Other definitions include any data

structure that batches data into time-stamped blocks.

A particular type of data structute used in some distdbuted ledgers which

stores and traasmits daa in packages called "blocks" rhat are connected to

each other in a digial 'chain'. Blockchains employ cq.ptographic and

algorithmic methods to recotd and synchrontze data across a network in an

immuable manner". [3]

This definition is not accurate because blockchains are not always distributed but they

can be decentralized as well. . The difference between centralized. decentralized and

disnibuted systems is schematically shown in Figure 1.

Centralized Decentralized Distributed

Figure 1 : cenlrolized, decentrolized ond distributed systems
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Through the definitions above we can define blockchain as a distributed,

decentralized and public ledger which composed of many peers (the so-called

nodes); each peer has the same exact data records in his own device, these records

are saved within blocks (group of transactions)in a form of immutable and secure

chains. Transparency of blockchain comes from the history of all hansactions that

have been ever made inside it.

1.1,2. UNDERLYING TECHNoLoGIES

T,L.2.1 . CnypToGRAPHTc CoNCE PTS

Blockchain is based on two main cryptographic algorithms, namely, cryptographic

hash functions and public key cryptography.

1.L.2.7..a. HASH FUNcrIoNs

Hash functions are used to generate some sort of fingerprint of data. The generated

fingerprint is used to determine if the data has changed or not. This properly is

useful to achieve data Integrity goal. If the data is altered, ttre fingerprint will

change too. Basically, hash functions take an input of arbitrary length messages and

generate fixed size bit string. If the hash result of datais kept secure, the integrity of

data can be proven if the hash functions fulfill a set of requirements. Although

similar techniques have been used in many areas like network error detection, data

access optimization, etc. cryptographic hash functions need additional properties to

counter intentional attacks as well. The main properties are:

Collision resistance: this property makes it very unlikely (very low probability)

that two mndom inputs generate the same hash result and that it is impossible

(computationally) to find a different data set that generates the same given hash

result of another given data set. More formally, The collision resistance of a

hash function can be defrned as follow:

+ It is inf easible to find. mo inputs X,Y t lt(y) = H(Y)

=) Given X,it is inf easible to f ind another input Y z H (X) = H(y)

This doesn't guarantee that no collision occurs, because the result space is very

tiny comparing to the input space. This implies that several different inputs

share same output.
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Pre-image resistance: the second property states that the hash firnction must be

a one-way function. This properly implies that given the output of a hash

function, there should be no way to retieve the original input.

Uniform distribution: The third property states that the hash results are

uniformly disfibuted in the output space. Given a random input, the probability

to get a chosen result is the same for all the values in output space. This means

that every possible output has the same chance to be "hit". This properly has a

special value in some blockchain systems because rt gtnrantees the search

ptuzle friendliness of a hash function. Search Pr;r;zle (mining) consists of

finding a value k (salt) to add to data in order to get a hash result with desired

properties. The number of attempts to get the desired hash result depends on

the size of the target area.

I.1.2.1.b. puBLIc KEy cRyprocRApHy

Public key cryptogaphy is one of the biggest foundations for cyber security. for

example, every secure interaction on the public Web relies on public key

cryptography (SSL encrypted connection). Unlike symmetric cryptography, it uses

two different keys. If data is encrypted with one of these keys the other is then

required to decrypt it. One key is called private because it is kept secret by a single

entity called the owner of the private key. The other key is public and can be shared

with everyone.
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Figure 2: Public key cryptogrophy

Public key cryptogaphy is also used together with hash functions to sign data. The

concept is called digital signature and it allows authenticate dataand its origin.
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Since the invention of public key cryptography in 1970s, two main mathematical

functions are being used: prime number exponentiation and elliptic curve

multiplication. These functions, if used with appropriate key sizes, are practically

irreversible.

1.1.2.1,c, Dlcttal SIGNATURES

To prove the origin and integrity of a message it is common to send a digital

signature along with the message itself, The signing process consists of using the

source private key to encrypt the mash of the message:

h = H(m)

si. gnatur e = {h} pri,ux 
"y

M=m*signature

I.1.3. CHIRACTERISTICS oF BLoCKCHAIN
Many authors tried to enumerate blockchain characteristics. We summarized them

in these seven points :

Immutable: once a transaction is added to a blockchain, it cannot be removed

or updated. This immutability is one of the principal aspects that contribute to

the trustworthiness of blockchain system. The consensus mechanism is made

such as it will become impossible to cheat the system and makes it very

reliable. The distributed ledger can be seen as a pennanent record that is

irreversible.

Decentalized: One of the core aspects of a blockchain is that it is a

decenhalized ledger, meaning that the data is maintained and held by all nodes

in the network. No central authority holds or updates the ledger. Alsoo Every

peer in the system has the authority to add new transactions. Every tansaction

that passes the consensus phase will get recorded on the ledger.

Consensus Driven: No block can be added to the ledger without approval from

specified nodes in the network according to a well known consensus

mechanism that run at the core of blockchain. Therefore, nodes might not trust

each other, but they can trust the whole system. There is lots of diffierent

consensus algorithms depends on the type or the use case of blockchain.
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Transparent: the ledger is shared among multiple peers of the network which

means that any user of the network can see all the transactions from the

creation of the blockchain to last recorded block.

Secure: blockchains are cryptographically secure, digital signatures ensuring

that the data contained inside blocks has not been altered.

Effrciency: blockchain systems have multiple access points which makes the

access to the data almost immediate.

Robust: The way blockchains work makes the system very robust. The

advantage of a distributed network is that no one user owns the system more

than any other. If a peer is compromised, there will be no effect on the entire

nefwork. The departure of one or many peers from the blockchain system is

completely of no consequence.

1.1.4. Issurs wITH BLoCKCHAIN

There is a lot of excitement surrounding the blockchain concept. Many see it as

the new big revolution after the Internet. Expectations are high but blockchain also

has some drawbacks. Still a lot of work needs to be done to ease applications and

implications of blockchain. We summarized the main disadvantages in the

following points:

Not foolproof: Immutability in blockchain implies that their systems are

intolerant. In case of human or machine error it is impossible to rollback and

britrg the system back to a previous state. Technically such a correction if
envisaged will come at an extremely high price.

Regulation issues. Since there is no authority that controls the blockchain, it

will be hard to ensure that this kchnology won't be used in illegal activities.

The concept is relatively new and regulations are not adapted for this

technology yet. In countries like Algeriq Bitcoin, which is the most popular

blockchain based application, is simply banned.

Bandwidth use and scalability: the size of the distributed ledger is constantly

increasing due to the added tansactions. It can grow very large over time.

Today, if we take the Bitcoin blockchain, the storage of the ledger requires
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around 222 GB (Figure 3). By design, all the transactions are relevant and

ttrerefore need to be available at every node. As the entire ledger is duplicated

on each full node of the network, they are supposed to be able to handle the

storage making that a real issue. The size of the blockchain can also generate

increasing bandwidth.

Energy consumption: PoW requires high computing power which is also

growing as the difficulty level raises. This level of difficulty is heightened as

more miners join the race. Consuming large amount of computational power

has a direct effect on electricity consumption. Bitcoin associated activity

consumes directly as much energy as a big country like Algeria. According to

new estimates published by researchers at the University of Cambridge, the

annual consumption is around 70TWh [45].

222.6 GiA

218.9 GiB

20q5 ciB

200.2 GiB

;90,9 GiB

'lBl_6 GiB

172.3 GiB

Oct2018 Dec Aug2019

2008 2009 20ro 2012 2013 20111 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Figure 3: Blockchoin size evolution [44]

T.2. STRUCTURE oF BLoCKCHATN

1.2.I. BLOCK

Blocks are a fundamental data structure (frle) in blockchain, they are linked

together to make a chain of blocks. Each block can be thought as a page in the

ledger. A block is a record of some valid transactions that haven't yet been recorded
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in the already chained blocks. This process depends on the application; consider the

example of Bitcoin where a block needs around l0 minutes to be created and added

to the blockchain, while Ethereum blocks require only 14 to 15 seconds; some

others blockchains create new blocks every five seconds and so on. The individual

blocks are composed of several components; almost these can be differentiated into

the head of the block (block header) which contains metadata and his body (block

body).

T.2.L.1. TYPTS OF BLOCK

Within the context of a blockchain, there are a few different types of blocks:

Main branch blocks: main branch blocks refer to blocks which are in the tallest

chain.

Genesis block it is the very first block in any blockchain (height = 0). It

provides the foundation on which an entire blockchain is built on top of. In

terms of Bitcoin, the genesis block was created on the 3rd of January 2009 and

contains 50 BTC.

Orphan blocks: Orphan blocks are those blocks which have the same height,

they occur when two miners produce a block at similar times. Orphan blocks

are considered as valid blocks for the first time but they are not part of the main

chain.
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T.2.I.2. BroCK HEADER

The header of the block plays an important role because it connects the previous

blocks with each new one; it can be divided into the following main components:

The hash of the previous block: this field contains the hash of all components in

the previous block header in the chain; it gives the sense of blockchain.

Payload digests: Each block in the blockchain contains a swnmary of all data

that isn't in the header, in case of bitcoin the hash root of Merkle tree is a

simple example, and this tree is a data structure used for effrciently

summarizing and verifying the integrity of large amount of data. It combines

hashing pairs of nodes until there is only one hash called '?oot", the figure

below shows the structure of a Merkle Tree inside bitcoin blockchain.

However, in Ethereum transactions Root is the equivalent of Bitcoin's Merkle

root.

Figure 5: Merl<le Tree slr'ucture insicle bilcoin blockchcrin.[1]

The version: it indicates the version number of the current block and each node

running the blockchain must have the same version.

Consensus data: the data in this field differs from one consensus algorithm to

another, but in general cases consensus data consist of:

+ The timestamp: the term timestamp refers to the epoch time of block

creation in unix format (number of time units since Thursday, 1 January

re70).

t

@
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:+ Difficulty: it is a measure which shows how difficult to find a hash under

a given target and it can change every 2016 block (bitcoin). The goal

indicates how small the new hash must be to claim validity. In other

words, every hash has a size in bits. The lower the goal in bits is, the

harder it is to find a matching hash. A hash with many zercs at the

beginning is smaller than a hash without zeros.

:+ The nonce (number used once): it is a value which is adjusted by miners

in order to reach a block hash that fits to the required property (less than

or equal to the current targe|.

Additional data: it can be anything for example the index (height) which

indicates the location of the block inside the blockchain. The first block is

indexed o0'; it's called the genesis block, the next 'l', and so on.

1.2.13. BLocK BoDY

A block body contains a set of transactions that contains every transaction that

the miner wants to include. Usually, every transaction (up to the block size limit)

which is new in the network is included.

Figui e 6, I ltc :'irLtcittt'r: oi'bll;i:l<e itaitt.

1.2.2. TRANSACTIoNS

A transaction is a transfer of coin value that is broadcast to the network and

collected into blocks. It is first sent to all connectine nodes. to increase the chances
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to be added to a block. To face double spending problem, you can only fransfer

unspent transactions. To avoid that every node will have to check the complete

blockchain history for partially unspent transactions, by design, transactions are

either completely spent or unspent which means that it is not possible spend only a

part of a transaction. Remaining quantrty can be hansferred back to the own

'1ra11et", making a new unspent transaction. If ignored the difference between

inputs and outputs are oonsidered tansaction fees which are paid to the miner of the

related block. A wallet is a private key or a set of private keys that grant control on

the related unspent transactions. Client software can be used to manage keys.

Every transaction has an output which binds the amount of the output to a public

signature. The owner of the matching private key can spend the output later.

Nakamoto defines a coin as a chain of digital signatures. During the transfer the

owner of the coin signs a hash of the previous transactions and the public key of the

receiver and adds this to the end of this chain of digital signatures (Figtre 6). Prior

to the blockchain, double spending problem was solved by relying on a trusted third

party.

Transactiou Transaction Ti'ansactiolr

Fisure 7 t Structure of transaction. [4]

1.2.3. BLOCKCHAIN NETWoRK

Blockchain network is composed of a lot of nodes located all over the world, each one

of them maintains a local copy of the blockchain which contains a complete record of

t2
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all transactions that were ever existed. It is a distributed peer to peer network where

every fwo nodes are allowed to communicate with each other without the need of a

central authority. Nodes are trying hard to validate transactions in order to add blocks

to the blockchain and get reward; they always consider the longest chain to be the main

branch and keep extending it. When performing a transaction, it should be first

validated then broadcast to every other connected node. This way, the data propagates

from node to node and reaches the whole network.

T.2.4. THT CONSENSUS

Consensus plays an important role in the blockchain context. The goal is to get

everyone agreeing on a single state of the blockchain. Since there is no central

entrty to decide which new blocks are valid, every node has to decide if it accepts a

new received block or not.

Since all the nodes over the network have their own copy of the fulIblockchain data

and they use digital signature to veriff the authenticify of all transactions. What's

the point of the consensus process? Imagine the presence of one or more malicious

nodes. Can't they say an invalid ffansaction is a valid one, or vice versa? The one

thing that is not clear yet is who proposes the block. Obviously, not every node

should propose a block to the rest of the nodes at the same time because it is only

going to create a mess. On the other hand, had it been the case with just transactions

without grouping them into blocks, you could argue that if every transaction gets

broadcast to the whole network and every node in the network casts a vote on those

individual transactions, it would only complicate the system and lead to poor

performance.[5]

The consensus process is required to add blocks to the blockchain, only one node of

all nodes in the network will choose a block at a time, the rest of nodes will validate

the transactions inside it, once all transactions are validated, every node will add

this block to the chain of blocks it has.

The goal of consensus process is also to make the network more robust against the

various types of attacks. As it is mentioned above only one node will choose the

block to validate. The question is how we can know the node which proposes the

l3
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block among the other nodes? To answer this question there are many different

mechanisms depending on the situation.

I.2.4.L PnooF oF woRK

The proof-of-work mechanism is considered as the most famous consensus

mechanism in blockchain because it used with the first cryptocurrency ever existed.

The idea of proof or work is that computers are acting to solve a ptnzle or to come

up with a hash that veriff a predefined properfy.

Every miner works to find a random number called nonce (number used once) by

hashing the data inside the block header twice then comparing it against the

dfficulty target, in the case of bitcoin the target is a 256 bit number that can be

found in the header of each block and its value differs from block to another. The

oyptographic hashing function used to hash the data inside a block in PoW is

SHA256, the following process describes how it works:

H [H (Version I Previous Block Hash I Merkle Root I Time Stamp I Dfficulty Target I Nonce)J < [Dfficalty TargetJ

The miners keep changing the nonce which is starting from zero by incrementing it

by I in order to find a hash which is less than the difiiculty target. Once the hash

has more leading zeros than the target, then it satisfies the condition. The more

zeros in the target, the more difficult it gets in frnding the hash that can satisff the

condition. This miner then will broadcast the block to the whole network to verifr if
the result is conect then he will add this block to the blockchain as well as the other

miners.

Because PoW is becoming harder with time, miners join their efforts to get more

computational power by forming clusters. These groups are known as mining pools.

The technique allows people who are teaming up to increase their chances of

mining new blocks and thus collecting the rewards. However, such techniques may

be dangerous to blockchain security. If an entity (or a minority) controls large

portions of the bitcoin blockchain, they will be able to centralize the mining

process. This is called a 5l% attack and was fnst discussed as a weak point of PoW

algorithnl if a single miner or group of miners can obtain 5l% of the hashing

power, they can effectively control the blockchain.

14
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1.2.4.2. Pnoor oF srAKE

Even though Bitcoin clearly shows that a digital curency based on proof of

work is viable, weaknesses still exist. That's why so many other consensus

mechanisms have been developed in order to provide an altemative algorithm to

PoW which requires far fewer CPU computations for mining. Proof of stake

consensus was one ofthe first suggested alternatives.

PoS mechanism was used for the first time with the cryptocrurency so-called

PeeCoin (aka PPC: Peer to Peer Crypto-currency) in2011, this mechanism is based

on coin age tnstead of computing power, according to the whiter paper of PPC,

Coin age is simply defined as curency amount x holding period. It means that a

miner who holds 3 coins for 10 days, his coin age is 30 days; this coin age can only

be earned by holding coins [6].

The other concept of Proof-of-Stake algorithms achieves consensus by requiring

users to stake an amount of their stakes so as to have a chance of being selected to

validate blocks of transactions, and then get rewarded. The process of choosing the

eligible miner to validate block happens in a pseudo-random way, validators are

selected based on a combination of the lowest hash value of the header of the

previous block and the public key of the miner to seed a random number, then

combine this random number with the stakes and the nurnber of seconds since the

last block where tlre result should be more than a threshold; when a node is chosen

to validate the next block, he'll check if all the transactions within it are indeed

validate and if everything checks out, the validator is required to insert in the new

block its signature, which replaces the data field "nonce" for PoW based

blockchains and then add it to blockchain. As a reward the node receives the fees

that are associated with each tansaction inside this block.

PoS can be also combined with The Proof of Work. the combination works as

follows: Proof of Work is used, but the ptz.z.le to solve becomes easier if some

"old" coins are used. The age of the coins is reset with usage. The older the coins,

the easier the mining puzzle gets.

Since generating a block in PoS is no more than generating one signature, validators

have incentive to work on multiple forks. In other words, in order to maximize the

benefits, validators could generate conflicting blocks on all possible forks. This
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problem is commonly referred to as the nothing at stake attack [7]. This could

potentially make double-spend attacks more feasible. Although the nothing-at-stake

problem hasn't yet occurred in the real world, it is still an issue that blockchain

developers who use PoS mechanism are working hard to prevent it.

I.2.4.3. DErEcnrED PRooF oF SrmE (DPoS)

The major difference between PoS and DPoS is that in DPoS stakeholders elect

delegates to generate and validate a block. With significantly fewer nodes to

validate the block, the block can be confirmed quickly.

I,2,4,4. PRACTTCAT BYZANTTNE Fnurr TorEnnNr
BFT is derived from the Byzantine Generals' Problem, a computer science term

for a situation where involved parties must agree on a single strategy to avoid a

complete failure. However, it assumes some of the involved parties might be

comrpt or otherwise unreliable. "The objective of BFT is to be able to defend

against Byzantine failures, in which components of a system fail with symptoms

that prevent some components of the system from reaching agreement among themo

where such agreement is needed for the correct operation of the system" [8].

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) is an algorithm that optimizes aspects

of Byzantine Fault Tolerance (in other words, protection against Byzantine faults)

and has been implemented in several modern dishibuted computer systems,

including some blockchain platforms. These blockchains typically use a

combination of PBFT and other consensus mechanisms. PBFT focuses on providing

a practical Byzantine state machine replication that tolerates Byzantine faults by

assuming there are independent node failures and manipulated messages sent

through specific nodes. Nodes in a PBFT system are sequentially ordered with one

node being the leader and others referred to as backup nodes. All nodes in the

system communicate with one another with the goal being that all honest nodes will

come to an agreement of the state of the system using a majority rule;

Communication between nodes has trvo functions: nodes must prove that messages

came from a specific peer node, and they must veriff that the message was not

modified during transmission.
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For the PBFT system to firnction, the number of malicious nodes must not equal or

exceed ll3 of all nodes in the system. Similar to the proof of work conseffius

mechanism, the more nodes there are in a PBFT network, the more secure it

becomes.

T,2,4.5. PNOOr OF ETAPSED TTUE (POET)

The proof of Elapsed Time mechanism first introduced by Intel in20t6, and it

relies on a special CPU Instruction set called SGX (Software Guard Extensions);

this set of instructions are built into some modern Intel Central Processing Units,

that increases the security of application code and data giving them more protection

from disclosure or modification; both user and Operating System can partition

sensitive information into enclaves, which are areas of execution in memory with

more security protection. The PoET is usually used in a permissioned blockchain

which means that all nodes in the network must be identified and accepted in this

network.

This model requires ensuring tlnt a random time was used, since if the time to wait

was not selected at random a malicious publishing node would just wait the

minimun amount of time by default to dominate the system. This model also

requires ensuring that the publishing node waited the actual time and did not start

early. These requirements are being solved by executing software in a trusted

execution environment found on some computer processors. Verified and tusted

softrrare can nrn in these secure execution environments and cannot be altered by

outside progftms. A publishing node would query software running in this secur€

environment for a random time and then wait for that time to pass. After waiting the

assigned time, the publishing node could request a signed certificate that the

publishing node waited the randomly assigned time. The publishing node then

publishes the certificate along with the block.

This mechanism allows nodes over the network fnst to obtain a signed timer object

from the trusted code, then they must wait for a random amount of time; the node

that finished waiting first will get a certificate (signed by the trusted code's private

key). Once the certificate is well received, he spread it to the rest of the network

along with new block of the blockchain; and bad actors can be blacklisted.
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Hyperledger Sawtooth uses this consensus mechanism algorithm to guarantee the

security of the chosen leader instead of using computational eflort to solve

cryptographic puzzles like Bitcoin.

I,2,4,6, OTHEn MECHAN TSMS :

Besides Proof of Work, Proof of Stake, PBFT and Proof of Elapsed Time there are

dozens of other consensus mechanisms out there where each one of them satisfies a

need and serves a purpose: Proof of Capacity, Proof of Bum, Delegated Proof of Stake,

Proof of Importance, Proof of Authority...etc. The choice of an adequate consensus

mechanism depends mainly on the properties of the implementing system. The

following figure (Figure 8) shows a Schematic overview of consensus mechanisms

with examples.

Figure B: Overvierv of conserrsus nrechonisnrs [42]

Fo.tr,
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I.3. TAXONOMY oF BLoCKCHAIN

The diversrty of blockchain research and development provides an opporfunrty to

categorize blockchain into categories according to a set of criterions.

I.3.1. Puerrc/ PrmztrssroNLESS:

The primary identifier of a permissionless blockchain system is its open

participation model where anyone can join or leave the blockchain network at any

time. Public blockchain called also permissionless is publically accessible by

everyone in the network and has no restriction on who can participate or be a

Validator. In public blockchain all records are visible to the public and everyone

could take part in the consensus process. These platforms are often open source

softwareo freely available to anyone who wishes to download them. Since anyone

has the right to publish blocks, this results in the property that anyone can read the

blockchain as well as issue ffansactions on the blockchain (through including those

fansactions within published blocks). The most famous public blockchain examples

are: Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain.

T.3,2, PRIvRTE/ PERMIS S IoNED

A private blockchain or permissioned blockchain is fully conholled by one

organization where all the nodes in the system are identified and known. Since only

authorized users a^!e maintaining the blockchain, it is possible to restrict read access

and to restrict who can issue transactions. Permissioned blockchain networks may

thus allow anyone to read the blockchain or they may restrict read access to

authorized individuals. They also may allow anyone to submit transactions to be

included in the blockchain or, again, they may restrict this access only to authorized

individuals. Permissioned blockchain networks may be instantiated and maintained

using open source or closed source software".[9]

I.3.3. CONSORTIUM:

Also known x hybrid, this is another type that is not much mentioned in

literature. This tlipe is not controlled by a single authority but by a specified group

which is created to control the consensus process. The consortium blockchain is a
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system that is 'semi-private' and has a controlled user group, but works across

different organizations. They are often associated with enterprise use, with a goup

of companies collaborating together to leverage blockchain technology for

improved business processes.

I,4. BTocTcHAIN APPTICATTONS

The most famous and common use of blockchain is in cryptocr.rrencies right

now. It is understandable because the frst blockchain ever used was the one

introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in Bitcoin[l], which was also the first

cryptocurrency. The importance of blockchain comes from the fact that it allowed

us for the first time to tansfer value rather than just copies of data. That is because

blockchain came to prevent double-spending and establish trust between

anonymous participants in transactions rather than using trusted intermediaries. The

success that cryptocurrencies have known, captured the attention and imagination of

developers and innovators to the blockchain and the technology behind it, so they

started looking for the possibilities for this technology and it was adapted to be used

not only in the financial sector but in many other areas, examples of that are: supply

cl:nilrn, electronic health records, voting, energy supply, ownership management, and

protecting critical civil in&astructure [1 0].
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T,4,1. BITCOIN

1.4.L 1. HrsroRY

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto explained the main idea of his invention in his

white paper entitled o'Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System", he said: "

what we need is an electronic payment system based on cryptographic proof instead

of trust, allowing any two parties to transact directly with each other without the

need for a trusted third party"[l]; Before the release of bitcoin there was several

kind of digital currency, the first one was ecash which was developed by 'David

Chaum' and used by digcash corporation in 1990, after that another concept was

developed by 'Adam Back' with the name hashcash which is a proof of work

system used to contol email spam and denial of service attacks. B-money was the

fnst proposal of distributed digital cash by Wei Dai, tlren Satoshi gathered these

concepts in one cryptocurrency called "bitcoin".

I.4.L2. rnnNsACTroNs

Transactions are composed of a list of transaction inputs and a list of

transaction outputs. Each transaction output holds two pieces of data: an amount

and the recipient address; this last is derived from the public key of the recipient.

Whilst, the transaction inputs holds a reference to a previous transaction output and

a signature which proves that the funds in this output can be spent. This signature

must be done with a private key that associated with the public key where the funds

are stored. The figure 10 represents an example of a fransaction, in this example

Peter wants to send an amount of 0.00376 BTC to Tom. However, he doesn't have

any transaction with this exact amount. Then, he creates a new transaction based on

the o{put of two previous transactions (Tl and T2) with a balance of 0.0045 BTC.

Peter sends the funds to Tom, receives 0.00070 BTC in his address and leaves

0.00004 BTC as a fee for the miner who will validate this transaction and generate

the containing block. Before sending the tansaction to the network Peter must sign

the two transaction inputs to prove that he confiols the addresses referenced by

them [12].
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INPUTS

pay O.OOAQ tu p€ler's pub

IraY O.O0?5 t0 peter's pull

tlay 0.0t1376 10 to'r'5 pl.|h

key

pay O {ltl070 to t)EtEr's Ft,b

Fiqure i 0; tiiir;oin ii'nir:;eir.:tit'rn.[ 1 2l

Basically there are two categories of Bitcoin transactions:

Coinbase transactions: Every block in Bitcoin blockchain contains one

coinbase transaction included by the miners themselves to be able to mine new

coins. They do not have control of how many coins they can mine in every

block because it is controlled by the network itself. It started with 50 BTC in

the beginning and keeps halving till it reaches 21 Million Bitcoins in total.[5]

Regular transactions: The regular tansactions are very similar to currency

exchanges in general, where one is trying to transact some amount of money

that they own with another. Typically, in Bitcoin, everything is present as

transactions. [5]

1.4.1.3. FoRKS

A fork occurs when two miners arrive at a new block at roughly the same time.

Both blocks solve the mining pttzzle, but only one of them can be part of the main

branch. The discarded block is called an orphan block. The decision of which

branch of the blockchain is the valid one is not taken by any pafty, the protocol

determines that the correct blockchain is the longest one. So miners have an

incentive to stop working in a branch as soon as it is clear that it will be orphaned

[1a]. This is known as temporary fork. There are two other scenarios: Soft forks and
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hard forks. They differ to temporary forks in that they represent a permanent change

in the underlying rules of the protocol. Reasons for effecting such a change can

occur for various reasons, including system upgrades or changing a core rules such

as increasing the network block size.

Sott forhs.' a soft fork is software upgrade that is backward compatible with

previous versions of the software. Soft forks do not require nodes on the

network to upgrade to maintain consensus, because all blocks on the soft-

forked blockchain follow the old set of consensus rules as well as the new ones.

On Sep 12,2010, a new rule was introduced to the software: blocks must be at

most lMB in size. This rule was introduced to deal with spam in the blockchain.

Prior to this rule, all blocks of any size were valid. With the new rule, only smaller

blocks were valid.[15]

Hard forks:A hard fork typically intoduces a radical change to the existing

protocol or software upgrade that makes old rules obsolete and uses the new

code base as the driving force, in case of cryptocurrencies; it creates an entirely

new cr;ptocrrrency in the process. This type of forks is permanent and requires

all nodes and users to upgrade to the latest version of the protocol. Bitcoin cash

and bitcoin gold are the most famous hard fork in bitcoin.

T,4.2, OTH E R CRYPTOCURRENC I ES

Cryptocurrency terrr didn't appear with Bitcoin. It was used later in literature to

refer to Bitcoin and other Altcoins (alternative versions of Bitcoin or altemative

digital ctrrencies). A forrral definition for the term cryptocurrency is now

substantial after the success that Bitcoin and other Altcoins have known. Lansky

[11] defines cryptocurrency as "a system that meets all of the following six

conditions:

The system does not require a central authority; its state is maintained through

disuibuted consensus.

The system keeps an overview of cryptocurrency units and their ownership.

The system defines whether new cryptocturency units can be created. If new

cryptocurrency units can be created, the system defines the circumstances of

their origin and how to determine the ownership of these new units.
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ownership of cryptocurrency units can be proved exclusively

cryptographically.

The system allows transactions to be performed in which ownership of the

cryptographic units is changed. A transaction statement can only be issued by

an entity proving the current ownership of these units.

If two different instructions for changing the ownership of the same

cryptographic units are simultaneously entered, the system performs at most

one ofthem."

Simply put, cryptocurency is a digital or virtual currency. It is not issued by a

central bank with a govefilmental permission and it only exists as computer code,

that is to say, it can't printed or minted, it is neither in paper nor in metal. But it can

still be used to make monitory transactions and it can be traded for real currencies

or goods because it has value.

Cryptocurrencies use cryptography to secure their transactions and create new coins

and they are different than the previous digital currencies that existed before 2009

in the fact that they are decentralized.

There is so much controversy about the pros and cons of cryptocurrencies and

whether they can live up to the high expectations that were set for them at the

beginning. But what is certain is that they take a huge place in the market riglrt now

with a total market cap of 180 billion dollars p5l which is definitely an astonishing

number. Not only that, but the number of Altcoins is growing atarapid rate, the

l€ason behind that is mainly because the Bitcoin code is open source and available

on the internet for anyone to modift to create a new cryptocurrency.

1.4.2,1. ETHEREUM (ETH)

Ethereum is a computing platform which was made to facilitate contracts where

Ether is the cryptocurrency used on it. Its price has gone up and down a bit over the

years, but it remains quite valuable. Ethereum, as a platform, uses the same

blockchain system as Bitcoin but doesn't limit itself to peer'to-peer tansactions and

goes further to support smart contracts. Given the variety of applications that

Ethereum facilitates, Ether has many immediate uses.
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T.4,2,2, BTTCOIN CASH (BCH)

Bitcoin cash is an offshoot of Bitcoin, it was created n 201,7.11 inherited the

ledger of all Bitcoin transactions prior to August 1,2017 and uses bigger blocks for

transactions that have occurred since then. Even though Bitcoin cash was originally

made to replace Bitcoin, a lot of people opposed it. So now, the two continue to

operate simultaneously and separately.

1,4,2.3. RTPPTE (XRP)

Ripple is the native cryptocwrency of the Ripple network, which provides real-

time paymento transfers, and currency exchange services for financial institutions.

Ripple is designed for use by financial institutions, not consumers or most

businesses and it is managed by a specific company and system of validators, rather

than being truly decentralized. The Ripple Network is also many times faster than

Bitcoin's.

1.4.2.4. LITECOIN (LTC)

Launched in 2011; Litecoin was based on Bitcoin but with several

improvements. It was made to be harder to produce, have a faster tansaction speed,

and take up less memory when it is being processed.

1.4.3. INSURANCE

Any valuable asset or properly that is difficult to replicate or deshoy can be

registered in blockchain. It can veri$ ownership and tace the transaction history.

Everledger is a company that creates a pennanent ledger of diamond certifications,

The characteristics that uniquely identif the diamond such as height, widtfu weight,

depttU color, etc. are hashed and registered in the ledger [16].

1.4.4. CNOWDFUNDING

Currently, an increase number of startups are implementing cryptocurrency

tokens and blockchain protocols as a means of crowd funding their ventures. The idea

is enabling crowd funding platforms powered by blockchain technology, removing the

need for an intermediary third party like Kickstarter or Indiegogo. The startups then
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raise funds by creating their own digital currencies and selling o'crlptographic 
shares"

to early backers [3].

I.4.5. GOVERNANCE SERVICES

Blockchain has many applications in govemance services. Online voting

system or e-voting is one of the aspired applications because of the fraud risks. In

the traditional method votes are collected, counted then destoyed by the

govemment or other central authority. Blockchain based e-voting (BEV) empowers

voters to do these tasks themselves. Fraud isn't possible because voters could see

that their record has changed. In this way, blockchain technology enhances

tansparency in governmental systems.

1.4.6. AUToNoMous oRGANT zATroN ( DAO):

Decenfalized Autonomous Organizations, can be defined as cornmunities that

exist on the blockchain represented by rules encoded as computer code. In the

DAO, each action or vote is represented by some form of transaction in the

Blockchain. Each member in this organization is represented by an address; these

addresses can be owned by a humaq a robot, an IOT device, or even another DAO.

Every member is given a token which represents the shares of the DAO; these

tokens can also be used to vote in the DAO to take a certain decision. The token is

nothing but another kind of contract sunning on top of Blockchain. The more tokens

an address has, the more control he will have on the DAO. Bitcoin is considered a

primitive DAO and the first one attlnt. Well actually it is a prototype of a DAO.

1.4.7. BTocTcHAIN IN HEALTHCARE:

Blockchain has the power to bring out a massive breakthrough in the healthcare

ecosystem as it can easily bring specific changes in the healthcare management of

the patient. With the aid of this technology, the power will come back to people's

hands. Meaning that individuals will be responsible for handling their own records

thus, getting the overall conhol of their own data.
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The Taipei Medical University Hospital and Digital Treasury Corporation (DTCO)

have recently released phd)S. It aims to increase fransparency between medical

institutions by putting all of a patient's medical information on a blockchain.

f.5. BTocTcHAIN GENERATIONS:

Blockchain is developing very quickly as a result of the investments targeted

toward it. Many industries want to make use of this technology because it has

proven its success in monitory tansactions. That has resulted in the three different

generations of the blockchain that we have right now. All of these generations are

of value to the targeted industry and none of them undermines the importance and

success ofthe previous one.

I.5.1. BLOCKCHAIN 1.0

Blockchain 1.0 is cuffency, the deployment of cryptocurrencies in applications

related to cash, such as currency transfer, remittance and digital payment

systems.[13]

I.5.2. BLOCKCHAIN 2.0

Blockchain 2.0 is contracts, the entire slate of economic, mmket, and financial

applications using the blockchain that are more extensive than simple cash

transactions: stocks, bonds, futures, loans, mortgages, titles, smart properly, and

smart contracts. From its very beginning, complexity beyond currency and

payments was envisioned for Bitcoin; the possibilities for progftunmable money and

contracts were baked into ttre protocol at its invention. [6] A 2010 communication

from Satoshi Nakamoto indicates that "the design supports a tremendous variety of

possible transaction types ttnt I designed years ago: Escrow fiansactions, bonded

contracts, third-party arbitration, multiparty signature, etc. If Bitcoin catches on in a

big way, these are things we'll want to explore in the future, but they all had to be

designed at the beginning to make sure they would be possible later."[l3]
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I.5.3. BLOCKCHAIN 3.0

Blockchain 3.0 is blockchain applications beyond crrrrency, finance, and

markets- particularly in the areas of government, health, scienceo literacy, culture,

and art.[13] Not only is there the possibility that blockchain technology could

reinvent every category of monetary markets, payments, furancial services, and

economicso but it might also offer similar reconfiguration possibilities to all

indusfries, and even more broadly, to nearly all areas of human endeavor. The

blockchain is fundamentally a new paradigm for organizng activity with less

friction and more efficiency, and at much greater scale than current paradigms. It is

not just that blockchain technology is deoentralized and that decentraliz,ation as a

general model can work well now because there is a liquid enough underlying

network with the Web interconnecting all humans, including for disintermediated

transactions: blockchain technology affords an universal and global scope and scale

that was previously impossible. This can be true for resource allocation, in

particular to allow for increasingly automated resource allocation of physical-world

assets and also human assets. [13]

I.6. CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have presented the blockchain and its concepts which is a

new revolutionary technology that captivated the attentions of researchers and

innovators in the world of technology. First, we have given different defuritions of

this new invention and concluded that there is still no consensus over it. Then, we

presented some of its characteristics, a basic explanation of its structure, its types

and classification and benefits and advantages. After that, we mentioned some

applications of the Blockchain which are either finished products which already

have a huge market like some cryptocurrencies or still need to be perfected like

smart contracts. We also mentioned the three generations of this technology.
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" Everything will be tokenized and connected by a blockchain one day "

- Fred Ehrsam

Chapter II

ACANEMIC CRE DENTI,ALING

ducation is changing like all the other sectors. Today, we have

new possibilities to learn and earn certificates that expand far

beyond traditional schools. Those possibilities vary from private

schools and accredited education providers to Online learning

programs which are rising in popularity. This creates new

challenges and claims that are hard to manage with traditional

methods and it raises many new questions, both in terms of policy

and technology. We present in this chapter the status quo of

Algerian higher education system and its current process of issuing

academic credentials in paper format. We then highlight the many

problems with this actual system and expose some of the solutions

that are envisaged by other universities and govemments around

the world. We conclude that our country stillfalls so much behind

compared to other countries. We present our critical analysis of

the existing solutions in we argue that they are still deficient and

some are iust not appropriate for our context where most

education institutions are that of the state, follow the government

regulations and cantt afford to implement their own solutlon.

II.1. STUDY CONTEXT

Whether it is in our counfiry or anywhere else around the world academic

credentials are a very important mean to evaluate ones qualifications and set of

skills. Employers depend on them so much in the process of identiffing proper
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candidates for a certain job. The process of issuing and veriffing these credentials

has been relatively the same for a long time which is contradictory to the rapid

development that all fields are facing nowadays. This explains the more growing

problems and incidents that we keep hearing about relating to fraud and

inconvenience of academic credentials. This has resulted employer to increasingly

question the credibility and accuracy of these credentials, resulting in more

verifications and checks to be run on every job applicant. This current process could

cost a lot and take too much time to do for each credential holder which is

inconvenient for employers, even more importantly is susceptible to forgery and

fraud.

In the digital world that we live in currently, it is inconvenient to continue with the

old system of issuing academic credentials. A platform like Linkedln which receive

and publish academic credentials of its users doesn't make any background checks

whereas many employers tend to give the presence of job applicants in such

platform a high importance. It is the same with alternatives like Glass Door or

Monster where the information posted in them can be misleading because users can

shetch the truth about what *reir capabilities or even lie about their qualifications.

To add to the problem, the current physical forms of academic credential render

them susceptible to imitations and falsifications and the incidents related to

credential fraud axe more frequent. The process of veriffing credentials is also slow

and inaccurate; not only in our country but in most parts of the world. For these

r€asons and others mentioned in this chapter, there is a sfiong need for a change,

and a lot of solutions have been proposed around the globe and some even

implemented.

TT.2. THE HTGHER EDUCATIoN IN ATcTnu.

II.2.I. DTTTNITION

According the Algerian government, the higher education is all forms of post-

secondary education studies and mode of education recognized by the competent

authority of the state as part of its national higher education system. A bacoalaureate

degree or equivalent foreign certificate is required for entry to higher education. [21]
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T1.2.2. Typgs oF UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIoNS:

lI.2.2.L UNvrRsrrY

The university is a public institution of a scientifico culture and professional

nature, enjoying moral personality and financial independence. It consists of a

board of directors and a scientific council, a university presidency, faculties,

institutes and extensions sometimes. It also includes common administrative and

technical interests. [21]

IT.2.2,2. UNrvgRstTY CENTER

The university center is a public institution of a scientific, cultural and

professional nature, eqioying a moral personality and financial independence. It is

run by an adminishative board, managed by a director and also by consultant. It

consists of institutes with sections that, in turn, have common technical

interests.[21]

11.2.2.3. HTcHER EDUcATToN ScHoor
A higher education School is a public institution of a scientific, cultural and

professional nature, enjoying a moral personality and financial independence. The

school is run by an administrative board, run by a director and assistant directors, a

secretary-general and a library director, it is also equipped with assessment facilities

for pedagogic and scientific activities. [21]

11.2.3. CunruNT CAPACITY

The higher education system in Algeria has gone through major developments

and growth in the last decade. Right now (2019) the Algerian university network

comprises one hundred and six (106) higher education institutions spread over

forty-eight departments, covering the entire national territory. This network consists

of fiffy (50) univenities, thirteen (13) university centers, twenty (20) national

schools and ten (10) higler schools, Eleven (11) higher teacher training schools and

two (02) annexes. Which make it possible for the high education system to fulfill

the increasing needs of the increasing number of students in Algeria. [1 7]
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According to the of{icial site of the Algerian ministry of higher education and scientific

research [19J, the national higher education system addresses two major issues:

The conciliation of the democratization of access to higher education and the

growing social demand for higher education (more than 1500000 students in

2018).

Globalization and its corollarieso a knowledge society and a globalized

economy where the most competitive nations are those that possess knowledge,

mastery of technology and a powerful and innovative economy.

According to the same source, todayo the best performers and world economic

leaders are those with well-performing higher education systems. In this

perspective, the reform of higher education has become the answer to these

performance requirements.

The last reform was the introduction of LMD system which is charasterized by:

A new architecture of the teachings,

A reorganizationof the teachings,

Content of innovative educational programs,

New teaching practices,

A new approach to building the haining offer.

1T.2.4. OncnNIZATIoN oF THE TEACHING

The LMD (License-Master-Doctorat) architecture of the teachings is quite

simple. It is supposed to offer better readability of diplomas at the national and

intemational levels. It is divided into three training cycles [19]:

The first cycle lead to a Bachelor's(License) degree

The second cycle leading to a Master's degree

The third cycle leading to a PhD (doctorat) degree.

The trainings are grouped into taining domains. A taining domain is a coherent

whole grouping several disciplines. [ 1 9]
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1T,2,4.I. DOMATN

The domain represents an axis that regroups many related fields called branches.

Branches include many specialties. [21]

The national system of higher education presents 14 domains of formation. These

domains are:

1. ScienceandTechnology

2. Science of Matter

3. Mathematics and Computer science

4. Science of Nature and Life

5. Earth and Universe Sciences

6. Economics, Management and Commercial Sciences

7. Law and Political Science

8. Foreign Literature and Languages

9. Humanities and Social Sciences

10. Sciences and Techniques of Physical and Sports Activities

11. Arts

12. Arabic Language and Literature

13. Anazigh Language and Culture

14. Architecture, town planning and crafts of the city.

1T.2.4.2. BRANCH

It is the main component of a domain within which the specificlty of education is

determined, the branch can include one or many specialties. [21]

11.2.4.3. SpEcTALTY

It is the most affined sub class of a particular branch, which illustrates the course of

ffaining and competencies to be acquired by the student.
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For example, the domain of Science and technology (ST) includes a variety of

disciplines among which we can cite:

Electronics

Process engineering

Mechanical engineering

I I.2.5. ACNDEMIC CREDENTIALS

An academic credential is a certificate of higher education. It is an

administative and academic document delivered by the competent authority,

proving the student's success in a program qualified by a competent authority in

higher education. It also attests to the student's acquisition of scientifico academic

and pedagogical knowledge which qualifies him, as the case may be, either to

continue studying or to practice a professional activity in accordance with the

applicable legislation and regulation. [8]

There are three types of higher education certificates in Algeria: Bachlor(License),

Master and PhD (doctorat) as part of the LMD system.[2O]

TI.3. ISSUING CREDENTIALS

In the Algerian higher education system, the service of diplomas and

equivalences is the one responsible for issuing academic credentials. It exists in

every higher education institution. Their responsibilities include veriffing the

students related documents to make sure he is legally qualified to receive the

diploma. [22lThey are in charge of:

Establishment and issuance of:

+ Provisional Attestations of Success (Provisional diplomas)

+ Definitive diplomas

Authentication of issued certificates.
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II.3.1. ISSUANCE PRoCESS

To issue a certificate, the university has a lot to do, first they need to veriff all

of the students' documents that prove that the student legally attended and

completed his courses successfully and eompaf,e all of them to the minutes of the

deliberation meetings. After that the certificate is printed by the responsible service

and then sent for both the rector and dean of the university to be stamped. The paper

for the printing process is either offered by the national office of university's

publications in case of provisional diplomas or by the cental bank of Algeria.

To withdraw the definitive or provisional certificate you would need to present

some documentb to the service in charge of that in the university, universities across

the country have the almost same procedure with minor differences related to the

requested documents for the withdrawal of the certificate.

II.3.1.1. PROvTSIONAT CERTTFTCATE oF sUCCEss

Provisional certificates of achievement are established in accordance with the

minutes of deliberations transmitted by the Faculties. The withdrawal of the

provisional certificate of success is generally done on a specific period of time

specified by each trniversity and it is required that each graduate presents some

documents which include but are not limited to: declaration on the honor. student

card and identification documents.

The provisional certificate of success is issued once. In case of loss, you still can

ask forthe definitive diploma "Definitive Diploma".

II.3.1.2. DTTTNITIVE DIPLoMA

The final graduation diploma is drawn up at the request of the person concemed

and there are some documents required for that as well, which include but are not

limited to: the fonn "request for the final Diploma", carefully completed and signed,

the Original of the Provisional Certificate of Success @ocument to be definitively

returned to the university).

The final diploma is issued only once. In case of loss, contact the diploma service to

request a duplicate to be issued by the ministry of higher education and scientific

research. The request for a duplicate include: a handwritten request from the person
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The paper used for printing definitive certificates is provided by the cenfal bank in

Algeria although we couldn't furd any offrcial statistics about the cost of its

production, it is known that they use a special type of paper which is so expensive.

The various forms of certificates issued by the various institutions of higher

education and training are printed on the same paper used for printing banknotes.

This type of paper is necessary to prevent forgery even though it is expensive. The

total numbor of graduates in the higher education system each year is about 400000,

if each one of those gets a definitive diploma; it would cost the ministry a total of

20000000D2D just for the forms without mentioning the price of the ink used for

printing them and printing equipment.

II.5.1.2. Ennon-PRoNE

In the case of university of Jijel, and it is most likely the case for most

universities in Algeria, the graduate's personal data are printed on the certificate

from a cenhalized database which was previously inserted manually, this process

knows a lot of errors, so the personal data of students often contains mistakes.

Graduates later on end up with invalid diplomas and they will have to present an

official request to the university to correct their certificate. This is not a rare

occurrence, it happens so often, because students have no access to this central

database to check their information.

II.5.1.3. TITNE CONSUMING

Frcm printing data which takes up few days to taking them to the rector and

dean to srgn and stamp which takes from few days to few weeks, the issuing of

certificales takes a very long time, time that graduates often dorr't have. In the

University of Jijel this process takes from two to three weeks for each set of

certificate and not all. If the graduate's information on the certificate happens to

have errors, he would have to wait another two to three weeks for a correction.

II.5.1.4. SUSCTPTTBLE TO FRAUD

The current process which include paper based verification and physical

signing is relatively easy to counterfeit, all is needed is a model of a certificate.
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II.5.1.5. STORTNG CERTTFICATE

In the current systemo the certificates are being stored in a central database,

which brings with it the disadvantages of centralized storage like single point of

failure which risks the loss of data. The ministry has access via the intemet to that

database but in case of connection loss the ministry won't be able to play its role as

a supervision of the process of issuing and veriffing certificates.

II.5.1.6. THT MTNISTERS SIGNATURE :

In the early days of Algerian higher education it was the ministry that is

responsible of signing and veriffing final diplomas, the process should still be that

way ideally, but nowadays due to the increasing number of graduates that process

became inconvenient, so currently the rector signs and stamps the certificates on

behalf of the minister of higher education, as a result the ministry doesn't do any

real verification which rises the risks of fraud and manipulations. The ministry only

has access to the databases of each university using PROGRES platform and they

don't have any real control over the process.

II.5.2. CREDENTIALS VERIFICATION

II.5.2.1. LOCAT EMPLOYERS

For an employer to veri$ a certificate he would need to send an offrcial request

to the mivenity that issued that certificate, using either Fax or Email. The request

must include the graduate's infonnation. This process has a lot of problemso for one

the graduate's information sent sometimes contains mistakes, like the wrong year of

delivery or wrong identification number which sometimes lead to a false accusation

of forgery, or in the best cases, double checks done by the office of diplomas and

equivalences which delays the response to the requester. In a small university like

the University of Jijel, the employer gets a response via Fa< or Email after 48 horns

usually for one or two certificates. But if the number of certificates that need

veri$ing is more this process takes much more, sometimes it could last for one

month. This would cause a huge inconvenience to employers, especially for large

companies where the number ofjob applicants is numerous.
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TI,5,2.2. STUDY oRwoRK IN FORETGN COUNTRIES

The process of veriffing credentials for a job application outside of Algeria is

even more complicated and time consuming, to make it worst, it involves so much

bureaucracy. A copy of the certificate, whether the provisional or defuritive one,

needs to be taken to the authentication office in the university so that it would be

signed again by the university and stamped as authenticate. Then it should be signed

by both the ministry of higher education and the ministry of foreign affairs which

imposes a tax for this service. Lastly the certificate needs to be signed by the

embassy of country you want to use the certificate in and a higher tax is needed for

this as well (the tax is different for each embassy). This process is both costly and

time consuming, the taxes could go to a total of 3000DZD and it could take weeks

before one could get it done, in some cases and because of bureaucracy, the

authentication is halted all together without a valid reason.

II.6. ACI NTMTC CNEPENTIAL VTNTTTCATION

WORLDWIDE

The security issues in relation to academic credentials in paper fonnat are the

same as those related to paper curency. Universities in other counties are often

privateo so each one has their own format and type of ink and paper used for issuing

their credentials, as a result, it is impossible for an employer to keep record and

notice the small differences in the format of each certificate hence can't distinguish

which is valid and which is a counterfeit. Special printers are used to issue those

credentials btrt those are fairly easy to purchase online for fair prices. In some fraud

ciases, there wasn't a need to even imitate the legitimate credentials of a real

university, Ultimately, it probably is more important for a counterfeit hanscript to

look good than for it to resemble a genuine transcript from the target school.[26]

Until now, universities and academic institutions from other counties create and

nranage their own databases, and for decades this system has been in use mostly

because they don't have another better choice. Credential holders still have to rely

on their respective academic institutions to provide valid attestation of their

credentials, even if they possess their original certificates. On the other hand,

employers looking to veri$ academic credentials of a potential employee, need to
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do so through third-party service providers and incur significant costs in terms of

time and money especially ones from large companies where they receive too many

job applications which hold many academic certificates.[25] A third party is

necessary to confirm that the school named in the certificate had in fact generated it,

that the document had not been altered, and that the school held proper degree-

granting authority according to the appropriate education ministry or state higher

education office[26]. Figure I highlights some of the key pain points in the current

academic credential verification ecosvstem.
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Figure I 1: Existing pcirr points in tlre occdernic credenficrl verificoiiorr eco-sysiern.[251

Getting of the slow, lengthy process of using paper format diplomas is mostly

important for e-learning platforms and online education websites. But the migration

to digital education is still slow where some universities like; Columbia" UPenn,

Cornell and Harvard, ofler online sourses, certificate and degree programs but they

continue to offer paper format only of the diplomas. A student who registers in

course and complete it online shouldn't have to physically move to the university's

offrce to receive his diploma or wait for it to arive via courier services.

Academic

Credential

Verification
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II,7 . ACADEMIC CNTNTNTIALS DIGTTIZNION

Because of the previously mentioned reasons there is a real need to find new

methods to manage and veri$ credentials. The classic paper work process for

issuing and veri$ing academic credentials is no longer accepted in the information

society we live in. In Algeria, Things are moving slowly but steadily towards a

digitization of students academic records through the use of software like

PROGRES portal. The goal of the minisry is to access and monitor student records

but records like grade reports and diplomas af,e still delivered in paper format. Other

countries have already started moving towards a completely digital academic

credentialing system, examples of that are mentioned in this section.

11.7.1. INDIAN NETIONAL ACADEMIC

DEPOSITORY

India is one of the countries that have had a high rate of academic certificates

fraud, that is why they had to come up with an urgent solution to this problem. The

national academic depository is an initiative launched by the Indian government to

register academic credentials in a central database, this project started in October

2016 after it was approved by the Indian cabinet. It is mentioned in their offrcial

website that the " National Academic Depository NAD) is a 24X7 online store

house of all academic awards, certificates, diplomas, degrees, mark-sheets etc. duly

digitized and lodged by academic institutions / boards / eligibility assessment

bodies. NAD not only ensures easy acc€ss to and retrieval of an academic award but

also validates and guarantees its authenticrty and safe storage."[231.

NAD comprises of two interoperable digital depositories: CDSL Ventures Limited

(CVL) and NSDL Database lManagement Limited (NDML). These digital

depositories have ensured hardware, network facilities and software of prescribed

quahty for smooth and secured use ofNAD.

The Indian government has had a successful experience of eliminating paper work

in the capital market by using financial depositories so they decided to do the same

for academic awards. As of today, they tlove 537322 registered students, more than

3 million awards, 192 verifiers and about 1000 academic institutions involved in

this project [23].
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A student in India that wants to take part in the NAD must first check if his academic

institution is registered in one of its tvvo depositories. The NAD official website has a

list of all registered academic institutions. Then the student must register using Aadhaar

ID or Unique ID which are identification numbers in India, after that the student can

login, and he would have access at all times to his certificates which are digitally

placed in his account. NAD makes all academic awards lodged by participating

Academic Institutions available in his online NAD account. A certificate can only be

accessed by its owner and other verification requesters can access it only after the

owner's consent and authorization. this last will be notified via email or SMS on his

registered details.

We state the features and stake holders of NAD as mentioned in their official

website.

Features ofNAD:

:+ Operate in fully online mode

=+ Allow lodging of Academic awards in a digital format.

+ Allow students to retrieve their lodged academic awards at any time.

=) Allow employers and other person with prior approval of the concemed

student to veriff the authenticity of any academic award.

+ Maintain the authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of the database.

Stakeholders of NAD:

= Students/other award holders.

= Academic Institutions/Boards/Eligibility assessment bodies.

= Veri$ing entities i.e. banks, employer companies, Government entities,

academic institutions/eligibility assessment bodies (domestic and

overseas) etc.

:-) Ministry of Human Resource DevelopmenV University Grants

Commission.

= Depositories i.e. NSDL Database Management Limited (NDML) and

CDSL Ventures Limited (CW).
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II.7 .2. DICITAL ACADEMIC CTNTIFICATE

(UNIVERSITY OF EASTERN FINLAND)

If you are a student at the Univeruity of Eastern Finland and you have a valid

UEF user account, you can order an official digitally signed transcript of records

and I or a certification of student status. These documents are PDF documents

equipped with a digital signature to confirm their authenticity and integrity.

These digitally signed documents are official only in their digital form and not as

paper-printed copies, for example. The files cannot be modified, as any change

made to the file invalidates the digital signature. [27]

Digital signatures are replacing handwritten signatures and stamps. The electonic

documents should be a valid and primary altemative in all situations where signed

and stamped paper documents have been used thus far. But UEF still offers to its

students the possibility to request and get a signed and stamped paper document, in

case the party of a transaction does not accept the digitally signed document. [27]

Checking the Validity of the Signature

The digital signature of a PDF document can be checked from the original file only.

If the file is changed, the digital signatwe disappears. Students may print a paper

@py, but the signature is not valid on the printed document. Parties that request

these documents should not accept paryr copies without the verified electronic

document. To check if a PDF file is signed by LIEF: open it using Adobe Acrobat

Reader and then open its Signature Panel. After that, check the certificate

information. A PDF document from the University of Eastem Finland is digitally

signed when the Signature Panel shows the following rcrtp71:

Rev. l: Signed by C5C-IT Center for Science ltd <servicedesft@csc.fi>

Signature is valid:

Source of Trust obained from Adobe Approved Trust List (AATL).

Document has not been modified since this signature was applied

Signer's identity is valid

Signing time is ftom the dock on the signet's comput€r.

Signature is not LTV enabled and will expire aftet 2021 /01, /23 75244:55

Last Checked: yyyy.mm.dd time timezone

Field: Signaturel (invisible signature)
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T1.7,3. DIGITAL DgcnEES CERTIFICATE

(UNIVERS Iry OF GOTHENBURG)

The university of Gothenburg in Sweden started issuing digital degree

certificates in 5th of November 2018 but unlike the universrty of eastern Finland

they went a step forward as they no longer issue degree certificate in paper format.

But for those who took their certificate in paper format before Novernber 2018 they

can't get the digital degree certificate. [28]

A digital degree certificate issued by the University of Gothenburg contains the

same information as a degree certificate in paper format. A graduate receive his

degree certificate by e-mail and can send it to employers and other higher education

institutions digitally. This avoids paper copieso validation and scanning. The

document is a PDF/A and contains an e-signature. The e-signature confirms that it

is a genuine documento and only works if the document is opened and read

digitally.[28J

II.8. PnonTEMS IN CENTRALIZED DTGITAT

ACAD EMIC VERI FICATION SYSTEMS

The management of physical documentation of academic credentials is slowly

sffiing to the digital space. The solutions we presented in the previous sections rely

on third parties like a trusted intemational academic agency and a commercial

certificate authority provider to permit authentication of documents from legitimate

institutions.

Academic institutions or govemment agencies in the case of NAD use centalized

databases. The major disadvantages in using those are especially high costs of

communication and a very low reliability and availability because any error that

obstructs access to the database breaks all activity on the network. Other concerns

relate to security issues, cenfialized databases are always in danger of unpermitted

modifications and comrption which threatens the integxity of the datA they are also

susceptible to attacks from hackers to either access or steal information or just to

sabotage them. In this case additional costs to guarantee security have to be spared

by the academic institution, but even with that they won't be able to completely

secur€ their system.
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I[.9. DTSTruBUTED DTCT:rN,T ACADEMTC

SvsrEms

Due to the previously mentioned limitations of cenfralized systems and

databases, new solutions that use distributed computing appeared. We mention

some of them in this sub-section.

I1.9.1. TnusrED:
TrustED is a new project that was launched n 2017 in Australia which is an

academic credential verification platform that uses the Blockchain technology. Until

this day, the project is still being developed with the first version of the system

already up and running. According to the roadmap published on their website, the

project is expected to be a fural product n 2020. In November 2018, the TrustED

team announced the first alpha release.

Founders and developers of TrustED defure it as " the first-of-its-kind academic

credential verification service, that brings honesty, legitimacy, and convenience to

the education and human resources industry" and they state that their mission is to

introduce a solution for digitalizing academic credentials, and through innovative

blockchain technology their TrustED concept poised to revolutionize the way

people receive, share and veriS their academic credentials. [2a]

TrustED is different than other previous solutions not only because it is distributed

but because it depends on a different business model. It is an independent service

which ultimate purpose at the end is giving a service in exchange of monetary

r€venue because unlike NAD it is not run by any govemment. Which is one of the

reasoilr they use a token based Blockchain and depend on these tokens to atfract

investors and academic institutions to use this system.

11.9.1.1,. FuNcrroNAr GoArs

Kosta et al presented in their whitepaper the goals they are trying to achieve in this

system. The functional Goals of the TrustED Platform are summarizedinfigure 12.
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Figure 12, Vcrlue Proposition crlrd the high-level Furrctioncrl Gor:ls of the TrustED Plotfornr.[?5]

They employ a goal-model to provide a high overview of the requirements of the

system. The figure highlights its functional and quality goals that need to be

accomplished to create a distributed platform for hosting a blockchain powered

academic credential verification and management system. In the center of the figure

is the value proposition of the TrustED system, labeled 'Blockchain-based

Academic Credential Management Platform' which goal is to present a solution for

the problems that they mentioned in the current process of academic credential

verification. Hierarchically below, are listed a set of six high-level functional goals

which are refined and dissected further in a more detailed and over-structured goal-

model in their whitepaper. [25]

Some of the functional goals have qualrty goals attached to them which apply

specifically to those high level goals and their subsequent refinements. Seamless

signifies the precise and instantaneous nature of transaction processes and to the

ease of operation for users on related platform interface. Incentivized, this quality

goal indicates the incentivization (encouragement) of running fulI nodes within the

TrustED networlg wherein the incidental node operators are rewarded for their

engagement within the ecosystem. Auditable implies the fact that all the payment

transactions taking place within the platform are completely verifiable and

transparent. Accurate projects the accuracy and reliability of all the processes

constituting the high-level functional goals attached to it. [25]
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1I.9.T.2. TRUSTED FENTURES

The platform features all the advantages leveraged by using Distributed Ledger

Technology including cryptographically secured data, real time sharing,

hansparency, immutability and a decentralized token economy. The core

requirements for TrustED we expand on below.

11.9.1,2.a. StoRtttc CREDENTIATS

TrustED invites credential issuing authorities to participate on the platform and

issue credentials for their graduates in digital form through the TrustED platform.

These credential issuers will need to be verified by relevant govemment agencies

before they can be a part of the TrustED system. The credentials issued by verified

institutions will be cryptographically secured and stored on TrustED's distributed

network. Additionally, credential holders are also allowed to upload their

credentials to the platform, but remain unverified until validated by the respective

credential issuer. [25]

II.9.1.2.b. AccnssING CREDENTIATS

Credential holders are able to create an account on the TrustED platform and

have access to their verified credentials at all times. They need to be KYC (Know

Your Customer) verified in order to prove their identity to the systemo so they can

be assigned their respective credentials and subsequent TrustID. While the

credential holder retains complete access to the documents, modification or updates

to the credentials can only be authorized by the relevant credential issuer.[25]

II.9.1.2.c. VERtr'nNcCREDENTIAIS

Those looking to veriff credentials can do so by creating an accoult on the

TrustED platform and requesting the same on the platform. The verification process

on TrustED is still free, however, it will change to a payment model once the

TrustED mainnet launches as per the current roadmap. Once the required fees are

pai4 a request is sent to the credential holder for approval, after which, on receiving

approval, the verified credentials are shared with the user requesting the same. Fees

paid on the platforrr to verifr ones academic credentials will be set at a constant

rate, whereby the fees will be split arnongst the credential issuing institutioru and

TrustED. [25]
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11.9.1,2.d. ToxnurzED TRANsAcrroNs

TrustED will employ the use of TrustED tokens (TED) to facilitate the

purchase of Trust Credits (TCRD) which is a native token to TrustED, utilized for

all payments and transactions within the system. The wallet balances of TCRDs on

the TrustED platform will be managed by Hyperledger. The use of a tokenized

system brings with it multiple benefits in the form of instant ffansactions,

micropayments, cross-border remittances, minimal transaction fees. [25]

II.9.1.3. STAKEHOLDERS

Credential Issuers (being schools, universities, academic institutions, or other

educational and training institutions).

Credential Holders (graduate students or employees).

Verification Requesters (who can be employers, employment agencies, and/or

government institutions).

TT.9.2. SruLLCHAII.{

Skillchain is the ultimate Protocol to validate all college degrees, work

experience, references, skills, and non-academic courses. It was born as an idea for

the first time in 2017; by the hope of building a bright future for student and work

searcher, Alfio Bardolla and Davide Mitscheunig, the first one of them is the Leader

in the Europe of Financial Non- Academic Education with his company ABTG sp4

on the other hand, the second one has been a corporate manager fot 17 years for

Yahoo! And eBay, and therefore he knows very well the comrpt and sick dynamics

that underlie the job world. They believed that the only way to bring trust and

clarity to the job world as also as to save millions of dollars and hours spent

annually to find the best employees without certainties on the applicants'

experience is to certi$ academic and non-academic credentials and skills, so that

the fnst draft of SkillChain was bom based on:

Ensuring that the resumes are really reliable, it is infuriating that more than 8

out of l0 recruiters cannot trust any information about it;

Helping students and universities to drastically reduce the time of validation of

foreign academic certificates;
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Helping head-hunters to recruit only the best without wasting time with people

who do not have the requirements nor the skills;

Helping companies to hire the best figures able to fill their vacant position;

Brining meritocracy back into the job world;

Checking the past personal background of any candidates (drug or alcohol

abuse, crime, visa, etc.);

Doing everything maintaining the fulI level of privacy for the private user.[29]

SkillChain can use blockchain in two different ways: the first is the obvious one

based on writing and reading data in Skillchain private ledger in Ethereum

environment; the second one will serve the token economy that will control access

to all the services of the platform, it needs a specific kind of tokens which is the key

used to access to those services, the user can exchange this token with any other

crypto or cuffency; and the payments will be saved in blockchain.

I I.9.3. BLOCKCERTS

Blockcerts is an open standard for building apps that issue and verify

blockchain-based official records. These may include certificates for civic records,

academic credentials, professional licenses, workforce development, and more [30].

It is a decentralized solution based on blockchain technology developed by

Massachusetts Institute of technology (MIT); it started for the first time rn 2016

with Bitcoin blockchain then switched to Ethereum. And developers keep working

to make Blockcerts work for both public blockchain and private blockchain.

Blockcerts allows to manage single certificates to be issued into the blockchain, yet

additionally supports the management of batches of certificates adding hashing

mechanisms which allows for example to add all the certificates from an academic

cohort using one single hash. This will decrease the cost of the transactions, as well

as simpli$ing the work of the issuer and the platform when handling the

connections with the blockchain for multiple certificates.

Therefore, the utilization of a solution based on Blockcerts achieves the main

objectives for a global certification and verification mechanism. Since it has been in
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development and tested in several environments, the level of maturity of the open

source software is now proved to work.

Figure 1 3: Blockcerts functions [30].

Blockcerts has four layers each one of them has a specific objective to rcaliz.e, those

layers work together in order to create hashes for every batch of certificates, issuing

them into the blockchain, and then allowing web platforms to print the certificates

using JSON objects and veriffing them. The names of the different layers that will

perform those jobs are: "cert-tools", "cert-issuer", "cert-web-component" and "cert-

verifier".

As the picture showed above, in a first step the university, or higher education

institution, needs to request the students to send their blockchain wallet's address

and personal information. This information will be used to generate the batch of

certificates using "cert-tools". Then, "cert-issuer" is used to push the batch of

certificates, now computed into a hash, into the Blockchain using a cryptocurrency

tansaction. This hash will be include in the transaction details, so there is no need

to allocate exha data or to build a "smart contract" to use the Blockcerts issuer.

Finally, the "cert-web-component" will be able to print certificates using client-side

code, showing the information present in the JSON files that compose the
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Blockcerts certificates. "cert-verifier" will perform the Blockchain connection in the

inverse way than "cert-issuer"o checking if the JSON issued exists in the

Blockchain, and therefore notifring if the selected certificate is valid or not.

Falsiffing of academic credentials has been a critical issue over the last years, since

the traditional ways used to veri$ certificates could not be that effective to know

fraud in a rsal-time, but now with blockchain things become easier; that's why so

many enterprises and universities have started using blockchain platforms to veriff

certificates, the three platforms above are just samples to mentions how this field is

so interesting, there are other digital academic systems newly launched such as:

OpenCert(created by the govemment of SingaporeGovTech Singapore), Disciplina,

ChainID...etc

1T.9.4. CruTICAL ANALYS IS

As we have seen before, there are many issues in both the traditional system of

paper based certificates and the implemented solutions of digital certificates which

depend on centralized systems. The newly distributed platforms that use the

blockchain technology also have limitations and incompatibilities, especially in

relation to our Algerian context.

TrustED: has a market model that is based on foreign market rules which most

of them don't apply to orn situation in Algeria, where e-economy is still so

much under developed and electonic payments are yet to be adapted, so the

use of tokens is still yet to be accepted and the employers and academic

institutions won't have much interest in such systems. Even more importantly,

there are only public universities in Algeria which are run by the state, so for

them to use a new system of issuing digital certificates it would have to be

adapted by the government.

Blocfuerts: It is also a captivating blockchain platform, as TrustED this

blockchain platform focuses on issuing and veriffing academic credentials, it

based on Bitcoin blockchain, this is the main reason why we can't use it, since

Blockcerts uses Bitcoin (banned in Algeria) it requires cryptocurrency for

payment. If you want your transaction confirmed in a timely manner that cart
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be $1-2 USD lately. If you don't mind waiting you can lower fees, People in

our country are not aware of digital payment and this is a problem.

SkillChain: is an interesting blockchain platform, it offers a helpful solution to

veriff and certiff credentials; but even though it has a lot of advantages it still

not the best solution for us because of the following reasons:

:+ firstly, this platform is much more a business project, it concentrates on

attract companies by offering tokens to those companies for their

contribution, and with the mediocre ways and experiences en digital

payments in Algeria this project will face some problems.

=> This platform supports both academic and non-academic

:+ Business model don't fit our context and payment is based on

cryptocurrencies exchange.

II.1O. CONCLUSION

Even thought everything else in many other fields is continuously improving

and new innovations and technologies are presented to solve all sort of problems

that people face in their lives, Academic institutions in Algeria as well as in other

countries are still using traditional methods to manage credentials. They are issuing

diplomas in paper format just because that is the way things have always been.

A revolution in this sector is becoming more and more of a necessity. We present in

this chapter the current state of the Algerian academic system and the process of

issuing and delivering diplomas as well as some of the major problems and demerits

in the current system. Then we offered some of the solutions that were implemented

in some other countries where some uses centralized databases and some recent

ones have already started looking for a possibility for using the blockchain which

offers a lot of advantages. We highlighted that these blockchain based solutions

have limitations and some deficiencies especially in relation to our context in

Algeria which has particular laws and specific ways of managing academic

credentials. Lastly, we concluded that there is still a need for a new solution that

takes into account the particularities of the Algerian higher education system.
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Chapter III

DZACHAIN: A BTOCKCHAIN POVVERED PIATFORM

FOR CREDENTI,ALING AND VERIFICAIION

We have presented in the previous chapter the problems related to

academic credentialing and various solutions for issuing and

verlfying academic credentials, some of which are based on the

Blockchain technology. We have shown a number of limitations

and the reasons why those solutions can't be used as they are in

our context. This to say that there is a real need to design a specific

platform to solve this problem. In this chapter we proPose our own

solution to covers some of the deficiencies and make an

appropriate platform which fit well to the Algerian. We first

examine the needs of the academic certification and verification

system and then we build our design through several phases.

II[.1. PURPOSE

The purpose of our design is to offer a solution for the different issues related to

academic credentialing and verification. This solution needs to answer all or most

of the firnctional or non-functional requirement and also be appropriate to our local

context. The study presented in the previous chapter shows that the problem has

recently (2016 and up) drawn the attention of academic institutions, governments

services and companies. However, the existing proposals or solutions doesn't solve

completely the problem and follow different models that don't fit our local context.
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TIT,2. DESIGN PHASES AND OUTCOMES

In many ways, blockchain technology brings a real transformation to many

areas and is becoming more mainstream and accepted. Even if designing blockchain

applications is a new trend, developers around the world are fiying to take

advantage of its capabilities which led to an explosion in the development of new

applications. However, there is no specific methodology to approach such complex

systems. In our case, we defined five phases for the design and development of our

solution.

Figure 14: Design phoses ond outcomes

- 
Analyzing:

This phase has five main goals;

- 
Defining functional and non-functional requirements

- 
Defining roles and use cases

- 
Exploring different blockchain platforms

- 
Selecting appropriate platform for the system requirements

- 
Defining final roles and use cases
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Conceptualization:

This phase consists of the development of a oonceptual model from the data

gathered in the previous phase.

- 
Mapping to blockchain platform:

In this phase we develop a logical model that matches the selected blockchain

platform capabilities.

Implementation:

In this phase, a set of appropriate tools and libraries is selected to implement the

final solution.

Expansion:

We believe that blockchain will have a major impact on all the surrounding

environment. Many related sectors where various processes are currently performed

with traditional systems can be done through the blockchain. We called this phase

as expansion; our solution expands beyond academic credentialing towards

professional cariers management, job offers and other related areas. Geographical

expansion is also likely to succeed to integrate an international networked system.

[[[.3. SrrrCrING BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM

To select what blockchain platform should be used for academic credentialing;

characteristics of blockchain in general had to be identified. Also, these

characteristics need to be proved useful for the target application. In this section we

take a step back and determine whether blockchain is a relevant technology for our

c:Ne or not.

TIT.3.1. THE NEED FOR BI-OCrcCHAIN

There is a pressing need for a new academic credential certification and

verification system not only in our context but for other institutes in other countries.

The reasons behind this include both the problems of the current system and the

promising solutions that ttre blockchain technology has to offer wtrich proved to be

effrcient in other context where it offered revolutionary solutions.
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III.3.1.1. PROBLEMS WITH PAPER CERTTFICATES

We have seen in the previous chapter some of the major problems that the

education system is facing not only Algeria but all around the world. Academic

credentials are always atargetof fraud and forgery. We have elaborated how easy it

is to fake paper certificates and how hard it is for employers and other academic

institutes to veriff the authenticity of those certificates.

TII.3. 1.2. PNOBTEMS CENTRATIZED SOLUTIONS

Although the management of academic credentials is moving to the digital

space, paper-based records are used in parallel because centralized systems can be

tampered and digital representations can easily be edited with basic image editing

software. In addition to ttrat, centalized systems have their intrinsic weaknesses

like having a single point of failure. A single point of failure is a system component

which, upon failure, makes the entire system trnavailable. Academic credentials

which are stored digitally on centralized servers axe prone to failure due to periodic

maintenance or accidental breakdowns.

III.3.1.3. TEruNG ADVANTAGE OF THE

TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain is an ingenious invention that has drawn big interest in a very short

time. Experts in around the globe are already looking into the potential of this

technology in different fields, education is one of them, and academic credential

certification in particular has recently known some proposed Blockchain solutions,

we have seen in the previous chapter why those systems are not the best in our

context and why Algeria needs a new system of issuing and veriffing academic

credentials.

Orn goal is to make use of the following Blockchain potentials:

- 
InmilaDte.. This property makes fraud simply impossible without the need of a

trusted third party. From another side, the blockchain contains all the history so

every information within can be always retieved. If an institution ceases

operations, we can always check the old certificates.
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Decentralized and, consensw driven: blockchain offers a decentralized ledger

where data is maintained and held by all nodes in the network and nothing is

added to the ledger without the consensus of full nodes. This can have the

following benefits:

:+ Reduced cheektime

+ No system downtime

=) Adds trustworthiness to the system

=> Eradicates fraud

Transpurent but secure: since Blockchain are cryptographically secured in

such a way that it is very difficult to tamper with, it won't be easy for someone

to forge a certificate that he didn't get, and even if someone would manage to

do that, other nodes in the network would spot any cheating in issuing or

delivering certifi cates.

III.3.2. MEIN PLATFORMS

Though the Blockchain technology is relatively new there are already so many

different pladorms that were developed for various uses and each one has its own

features and down points. In the following, three main blockchain projects are

examined as regards of their compatibihry with our application needs. We selected

this limited set on the basis of their market adoption and development ease.

III.3.2.1. ErsrRruM

Ethereum has been created to improve Bitcoin's limitations. The main add in

the platform is to allow Smart Contracts can be run. It uses a permissionless

blockchain and it has a cryptocgrrency called Ether which can be used to pay for

Smart Contact deployment and execution.

Etheregm uses the Proof-of-Work consensus protocol but a tansition to a Proof-of-

work/Proof-of-stake hybrid consensus is envisaged. The main programming

language that can be used to write Ethereum Smart Contacts is Solidity. A11

languages compile to byte-code that can then be executed in the EVM.
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Ethereum's facility to develop smart contracts allows complex applications such as

financial exchanges and insurance contacts to be executed on the distributed

platform. It has several advantages over Bitcoin, and not just because it enables

smart contracts. It has an extensive documentation, dynamic block size limit,

custom-made consensu5 mechanisms (both Ethash and Casper) and fairer incentive

mechanism. However, Ethereum is still being developed, and therefore has bugs

that need to be fixed and improvements yet to be implemented. Ethereum still can

be used as a blockchain platform in its current state, but it will defrnitely improve in

the tuture. [31]

Credentialing on Ethereum

Ethereum has many features that make it suitable for academic credentialing. Smart

contracts mechanism can help developing advanced use cases. However, Its

consensus mechanism and public type doesn't fit the requirements for such

application. Ethereum also has its built-in cryptocurrency which is not relevant in

our case.

II I.3.3. HYPERLEDGER

Hyperledger is an open source collaborative effort created to advance cross-

industry blockchain technologies. Hyperledger latlrched in 2016 with a technical

and organizational govemance structure and 30 founding corporate members.

Initially, the Hlperledger Technical Steering Committee welcomed two business

blockchain framework codebases into incubation: Hyperledger Fabric and

Hlperledger Sawtooth. However, now the Hyperledger umbrella has expended to

include four other frameworks; Hyperledger Burrow, Hyperledger Gfid,

Hypertedger Iroha and Hyperledger Indy. [32]

Some of the Hyperledger project main goals include [32]:

- 
Creating enterprise grade, open ,source, distibuted ledger frameworks and

code bases to support business transactions.

- 
provide neutal, open" and community-driven ffiastructure supported by

technical and business govemance
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- 
Build technical communities to develop blockchain and shared ledger POCs,

use cases, field tails and deployments

III.3.3. 1. HYPERLEDGER FABRIC

Hyperledger Fabric, the first framework that entered the production ready phase

in Hyperledger incubator. It is also the most mature of all the other Hyperledger

platforms. It was initially built as a project within IBM; it's intended to be a

foundation for developing blockchain applications with a modular architecture,

allowing it to be plW-and-play. It offers a unique approach to consensus that

enables performance at scale while preserving privacy. Some key characteristics of

Hyperledger Fabric include; high-performance, secure, permissioned blockchain

network, having more than 180 collaborating enterprises and being production

ready for enterprises. [32]

Unlike Ethereum, Fabric doesn't require a built-in cryptocurrency which sets it

apart from Bitcoin or Ethereum. This design choice completely changed the goals

of Hyperledger to enter new domains and applications of blockchain technology far

from the taditional scheme in cryptocurrencies. In fact, the lack of a cryptocurrency

makes it more suitable for government and enterprise applications.

One of the most important of the platform's differentiators is its support for

pluggabte consensus protocols that enable the platform to be more effectively

customized to fit particular use cases and ffust models. For instance, wtren deployed

within a single enterprise, or operated by a trusted authority, fully byzantine fault

tolerant consensus might be considered unnecessary and an excessive drag on

performance and throughput. [33]

Credentialing on Fabric

Fabric has many features that make it suitable for various applications. It

introduces a new architecture for transactions called execute-order-validate. It can

also leverage consensus protocols that do not require a native cryptocurrency so

costly mining can be avoided. The absence of mining operations means that the

platform can be deployed with the same cost as conventional systems.

All this make it more suitable to our need but still it has a relatively complex

Architecture.
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II I.3.3.2. HYPERLEDGER IROHA

Hyperledger Iroha is a straiglrtforward DLT, inspired by Japanese Kaizen

principle - eliminates excessiveness. Iroha has essential firnctionality for your

asset and identity management needs, at the same time being an efficient and

trustworthy byzantine fault-tolerant tool for your enterprise needs. [34]

Hyperledger Iroha is an easy to use, distributed blockchain platform with its own

unique consensus and ordering service algorithms, role-based permission model and

multi-signature support. Like Fabric, it has no built-in cryptocurrency.

Credontialing on lroha

Hyperledger Iroha has intrinsic support for identity management. Each user in

the system has a uniquely identified ascount with personal information, and each

transaction is signed and associated with a certain user. This makes Hyperledger

koha perfect for various applications with KYC (Know Your Customer) features.

[34] It allows tokenizing almost any information and easily bring blockchain to

many contexts.

This is the platform that we chose to useo so we will give more details about it in

later sections.

III.3.4. DgCISION TREE

There are many factors we had to keep a number of points in mind when

choosing the suitable platfonn for our use case. The major points that attracted us to

the Iroha platform are listed below:

III.3.4.1. PEMUSSTONED BLOCKCHATN SYSTEM

HL Iroha is a general purpose permissioned Blockchain system, which fits our

needs as we are aiming to build a permissioned Blockchain where a certain

authority (govemment agency) would be responsible for adding and removing peers

from the networlg so unlike Bitcoin and Ethereum, our network in not a public one.

In addition to that commands and queries are also permissioned, such that access to

all the data can be controlled.
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TIT.3.4.2. NO BUTLT-TN TOKEN

While a lot of other platforms have built-in token that system users have to use in

order to make certain tansactions within the system, HL Iroha doesn't have any

built-in token. In our contexto we definitely shouldn't have to use built-in tokens in

order to make transactions and persist data to the Blockchain.

III.3.4.3. LTCH:r CONSENSUS MECHANISM

Iroha use a consensus algorithm called YAC (Yet Another Consensus). It is a high-

performance algorithm and allows for furality of transactions with low latency. It is

a practical byzantine fault-tolerant algorithm based on voting for block hash. The

yAC consensus performs two functions: ordering and consensus. Ordering consists

of ordering transactions, packaging into proposals, and sending them to other peers.

ITT.3 .4,4. S UTNP TE D E P LOYME NT AN D MAI NTE NAN C E

Most blockchain platforms are very complicated to run and maintain, and would

need very specialized personal to do that. That is not the case with HL Irohao

because it can be used by developers after a short study of the platform.

I II.3.4.5. MUIII-SIGNATURE TRAN SACTION S

These are special tansactions within the Iroha platform which require a specified

number of signature from accounts in the network, every account has a quonrm

which is the number of signatures they can give when signing a transaction. This

functionality is of great importance in our caseo because the government agency

would have much authority and hence much value of its signature with having a

greater quorum then other certificate issuers in our system.

IIT.3.4.6. PERMIS SION SYSTEM

hoha is the only ledger that has a robust permission system, allowing permissions to be

set for all commands, queries, and joining of the network. A permission is a named rule

that gives the privilege to perform a command-
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Figure 1 5: Decision tree
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II[.4. SYSTEM REWIREMENTS

As we have seen in the previous chapter there are many problems with status

quo of academic credentials certification and verification, and after the study that

we have made on the higher education system and how its certificates are issued

and verified and after the interviews that we have made with the director the office

of diplomas and equivalences of the universrty of Jijel and the talks we had with

other employees which take part in the process of issuing certificateso we have come

to the conclusion tlrat we need four major actors in our systemo admin, credential

issuer, credential holder and employer.

III.4.1. ACTORS

I I I.4. 1 . 1 . AOTvIIN TSTRATORS

The administrators are responsible for the administration tasks and the

rnanagement of the whole system. We have two admins in our systemo credential

verification authority (CVA for short) and labor inspection authority(LlA for sho0.

- 
Credential Verification Authority: CYA is responsible of managing the

academic side of the system, this actor could be a specialized bureau

af|rliated with the minister of higher education but we suggest that it should

be a separate entrty and have autonomy.

- 
Labor Inspection Authority: LIA takes care of the professional side of the

system. It is mainly dedicated to manage and inspect employers. It would do

background checks on private companies and institutions who are willing to

take part in DzAchain platform. The LIA should be a multi-sector authority

in which different ministries of different sectors collaborate to run.

III.4.1.2. CNTDENTIAL ISSUER

This actor is responsible for issuing and delivering academic credentials to

students who have graduated. A credential issuer in our context could be a

gniversity, university center or school outside the university. But there is no strict

limitation to public universitieso which means that private higher education

institutes GIEI) can also take part inthe system.
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III.4.1.3. CREDENTIAL HOTDER

A credential holder is a system user who enrolled and graduated from one the

IIEI which take part in this platform. He can be a student or a graduate ttrat can be

later employed by employers in the system who will later be responsible of adding

work experience (WX for short) to this employee's curriculumvitae (CV)'

ITI.4.T.4. EMPLOYER

An employer in our system is any private or public company' institution or

organization which employs people and is interested in the verification of academic

certificates of job applicants, by taking paxt in our system he would have to adhere

to the rules and instructions of the LIA which will inspect the human resources

departrnentos affairs and make sure that any allocated WX of any employer is a

valid one.

111,4.2, USE CASES

Given the system study that we made, we nalrowed down the use cases of each

aptor to the list which is shown in table 1. Thereafter, the chosen use cases are

described.

TIT.4.2.I. CNE OENTIAL HOLDE R

<dnclude>>

Figure l6: use cose diogrom "credentiol holder"
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rrr.4.2.2. CVA
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{<ildude>

<<inchdor

III.4.3. CNTNTNTIAL ISSUER

O
---t

Figure 17r use cose diogrom "credentiol vcrlidotion outhority"

' 
<<include>> . ... .

<rncrude>> I

<include>>

Figure 1 8: use cose diogrom "credeniiol issuer"
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1n.4.4. LIA

Figure l9t use cose diogrom "Lobour Inspecfion Authority"

III.4.5. EMPLOYER

Figure 20: use cose diogrom "Lobour lnspection Authority"
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TTT.4.6. USE CASES SUMMARY

I uc00 Authenticate

CVA, LIA, Credential

Issuer, Credential

Holder, EmploYer

2 ucol Add credential holders CVA.

J UCOz Add issuers cvA.

4 uc03 Add credentials CVA.

5 UCO4 View history CVA,

6 UCO5 Manage assets CVA, LIA.

1 UCO5A Transfer assets CVA, LIA

I UCO5B View assets CVA, LIA

9 UCO5C Add assets quantity CVA, LIA

10 uc06 Manage delivered credentials CVA.

il UCO6A View list of delivered credentials cvA.

12 UC06B Validate delivered credentials CVA.

13 UCO6C Rej ect delivered credentials CVA.

t4 uc07 Add employers LIA.

l5 uco8 Manage WX records LIA.

16 UCOSA Validate WX records LIA.

l7 UCOSB Reject WX records LIA.

l8 uc08c View list of WX records LIA.

19 uc09 View CV
Credential Holder,

Employer.

20 ucl0 Record WX Employer.

21 ucl1 View WX records Employer.

22 ucl2 Manage access Permission Credential Holder.

23 UCI24 Grant access Permission Credential Holder.

24 UCl2B Revoke access permission Credential Holder.

25 uc13 Deliver credentials Credential Issuer

26 ucl4 View delivery history Credential Issuer

Toble l: System use coses sommurY
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III.4.8. USE CASES TEXTUAL DESCRIPTION

In this section we give more details on the execution of each use case'

II I.4.8. T. AUTHENTTCATE

CVA, LIA, Credential lssuer, Credential Holder, Employer

The app is running

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User opens login Page

2. Application displays login form

3. User fills the form with : ID / Private Key / IP

4. User click login button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application verify login information

7. Applicxion redirect to Summary page

Flow of EvenB of the Alternative Scenarios:

3a. User click load button to fill the form information from file

3b. Use case continue at steP 4

Flow of Events of the Exception Scenarios:

5a. Application oan't validate form content

Sb.Application warn about related fields with error message in red

5c. Use case returns to step 3

6a. Application can't authenticate user

6b. Application displays login error message

6c. Use case returns to steP 3

Tcrble 2, "Authenticqte" texfucrl description
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III,4,8.2. APO CREDENTIAL HOLDERS

Add credential holders

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click on add credential holder

2. Application displays add credential holder page

3. User fills the form with : Holder ID / Public Key / Full holder name

4. User click add holder button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application verify add holder information

Flow of Events of the Alternative Scenarios:

3a. User click import list button to multiple holders from JSON file

3b. Use case continue at steP 4

Flow of Events of the Exceptlon Scenarios:

Sa.Application wafn about related frelds with error message in red

5b. Use case returns to steP 3

6a. Application can't add a new holder

6b. Application displays an elror message

6c. Use case returns to steP 3

New credential holder added

Tcrble 3' "Adcl crecieniicil holders" use cose
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III.4.8.3. AOO CREDENTIAL ISSUERS

Add credential issuers

User is logged in

1. User click on add credential issuer

2. Application displays add credential issuer page

3. User fills the form with : Issuer ID / Public Key / Full issuer name

4. User click add Issuer button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application veriff add Issuer information

Flow sf Even$ of 'tlre Alternative Scenarios:

3a. User click import list button to multiple issuers from JSON file

3b. Use case continue at steP 4

5a.Application warn about related fields with error message in red

5b. Use case returns to steP 3

6a. Application can't add a new issuer

6b. Application displays an effor message

6c. Use case returns to steP 3

New credential issuer added

Toble 4: "Add credentiol issuers" use cose
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1II.4,8.4. ADD CREDENTIALS

Use Case lD: UCO3

Use Case Name: Add credentials

Actors:

CVA

Preeonditions:

Ur* tt l"gg.d t"

Ft"r 
"f 

E"*t".f th" Primary Scenario:

1. User click on add credential

2. Application displays add credential page

3. User fills the form with : ID

4. User click on plus button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application verify credential information

Flow of Events of the Alternative Scenarios:

3a. User click update button

3b. Use case continue at steP 4

Flow of Events of the Exception Scenarios:

5a-Application warn about related fields with effor message in red

5b. Use case returns to steP 3

6a. Application can't add a new credential

6b. Application displays an effor message

6c. Use case returns to steP 3

Postconditions:

Tci I> l'.: ]i, ",/,'ti el err-' cl ;:t-rf icl Is trse c,-i ge
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III.4.8.5. VIEW HtSrORv

'l'rrirle 6: Vi+vr hi:;iorY usc clrse

III.4.8.6. MANAGE ASSETS

User is logged in

Fnw of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click on Dashboard

2. Application displays Summary page

3. Application disPlaYs a list o@

History of transactions disPlaYed

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click on Assets management

2. Application displays Manage assets page

3. User can select one of these actions:

- displaYs available assets

- Transfer

Manage assets Page disPlaYed
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1IT.4.8.7. TRAN SF ER AS S ETS

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click transfer assets tab

2. Application disPlaYs a form

3. User fills the form with : To / Amount / Message/ Private key

4. User click send button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application validate the request

Flow of Events of the Exception Scenarios:

5a. Application warnabout related fields with error message in red

5c. Use case retums to steP 3

'f cible B' itr:ttslerr clSiiele u-qi-' (.clse

TII.4.8.8. VTEW ASSETS

CVA, LlA, Credential issuer

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click on View assets

3. Application displays a list olgtttt

List of assets disPlaYed
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11I.4.8.9. Aoo AssETs erANTrrY

Tcible 1 0: Add crsseis cucrniiiy use ccrse

III.4.8.10. MnNncE DELIVERED cREDENTTALS

Use Case lD: UCO5c

Use Gase Name: Add assets quantity

Actors:

CVA, LIA

Preconditions:

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User select add assets quantity tab

2. Application displays manage assets page

3. Application displays a list of assets

4. User add a number of assets' quantity

Flow of Events of the Exception Scenarios:

4b. Application displays an effor message

4c. Use case returns to step 3

Postconditions:

Asset quantity added

Use Cae lD: UCO6

Use Gase Name: Manage delivered credentials

Actors:

CVA

Preconditions:

User is logged in

Flow of Evenb of the Primary Scenario:

I

2

J

User click on Manage delivered credentials

Application displays delivered credentials page

User can select one of 2 actions: validate - reject

Postconditions:

Manage delivered credentials displayed

Toirle I l:Moncrqe cleliverecl creclentjols use cose
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III.4.8.11. ANO EMPTOYER

Use Gase lD: UCOT

Use Case Name: Add employers

Actors:

LIA

Preconditions:

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click on add Employer

2. Application displays add Employer page

3. User fills the form with : Employer ID / Public Key / Full Employer name

4. User click add Issuer button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application verify add Issuer information

7. Use case redirect to step 3

Flow of Events of the Alternative Scenarios:

3a. User click import list button to multiple Employers from JSON file

3b. Use case continue at step 4

Flow of Events of the Exception Scenarios:

5a.Application wam about related fields with effor message in red

5b. Use case returns to step 3

6a. Application can't add a new Employer

6b. Application displays an effor message

6c. Use case returns to step 3

Postconditions:

A new employer added

I, l". '.. , t : r.rl') .r. ,,,...:
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11T,4.8.12, MANAGE woRK EXPERIENCE RECoRDS

j'eil:lr-, .i 

-l: A,\r:ini.-iUc Wi{ r'r;i;,rri.i.l: r.,sLr {rs$

III.4.8.13. VIEw CV

Use Case lD: UCOS

Uee Gase Name: Manage WX records

Actors:

LI,A

Preconditions:

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

l. User click on Manage WX records from the main list

2. Application displays Manage WX page

User can select one of 2 actions: validate - reject

Postconditions:

Page of manage WX records shown

Use Case lD: UCO9

Use Gase Name: View CV

Actors:

Credential Holder, Employer

Preconditions:

User authenticated

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

L User click on View CV form the main menu

2. Application displays CV page

3. User select credential holder

4. Application displays CV details

Postconditions:

CV displayed

Ir.rIi;- | u1' \,/i1.,.,., (_.V u\.j .{ r:r]
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III.4.8.14, TGCORD \AD(

Use Case lD: UClO

Record WX

Actors;

Employer

Precondltionsl

User authenticated

1. User click on Record WX form the main list

2. Application displays Record WX page

3. user fills the form with : Holder ID / description / BeginningDate / EndDate

4. User click on record WX button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application record WX information

7. Use case redirect to step 3

Flow oJ,Events d the, Exception Scenarios ;

Sa.Application warn about related fields with error message in red

5b. Use case refurns to step 3

6a. Application displays an enor message

6b. Use case retums to step 3

Pctcsndltlons:

WX recorded

Toble i 5: Record WX use cose
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III.4.8.15. VIEW WX RECORDS

Use Case lD: UCIl

Use Case Name: View WX records

Actorc:

Employer

Preconditions:

User authenticated

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click on View WX records form the main list

2. Application displays View WX records page

Postconditions:

List of WX records displayed

rIr.4.8.16.

l-ctble Ig, \.rigr,, \r,/X r"r:corrj:: u:ie ar.rs(';

MANAGE ACCESS PERMISSIoNS

Use Gase lD: UC12

Use Case Name: Manage access permissions

Actors:

Credential Holder

Preconditions:

User authenticated

Flow of Events of the Primary Scenario:

1. User click on Manage permissions the main menu

2. Application displays Manage access permissions page

3. User can select two actions :

- Grant

- Revoke

Postconditions:

Manage access permission page displayed

'I cr!rIe l ./r;\ieri.t,;ige clc(:ess llet.irtissiorr Lrse r:i-;se..
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III.4,B.I7. DETrye R CREDENTTALS

rrI.4.8.18.

'l'er 
I : i c-: I Br l -:e,, 111,,,, itri.,::le i lii Lt i5 r.r:lrr\ {.:r-t !e

VIEw DETMERY HIsToRY

Deliver credentials

Flow of Events of the primary Scenario;

1. User click on deliver credential form the main list
2. Application displays deliver credential page

3. user fills the form with : Holder ID / credential ID or details / DoD / csN
4. User click on deliver credential button

5. Application check form content with related rules

6. Application add credential delivery

7. Use case redirect to step 3

Flow of Events of the Exception Scenarios:

Sa.Application warn about related fields with error message in red
5b. Use case returns to step 3

6a. Application displays an error message

6b. Use case returns to step 3

View delivery history

User is logged in

Flow of Events of the primary Scenario:

1. User click on View delivery history

3. Application displays a list of credential deliveries

History of delivered credentials displayed
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III.5. CLASs DIAGRAM

A class diagram shows the static structure of classes in the system. The classes

represent the "things' that are handled in the system. Classes can be related to each

other in a number of ways: associated, specialized, or packaged. All these

relationships are in shown in a class diagram along with the internal structure of the

classes. The diagram is considered static in that the structure described is always

valid at any point in the system's life cycle [43]. From the use cases analysis we
generated our global class diagram:

CredentialDelivery

DateOfDelivery

SerialNumber

Valid

WX

Description

DateFrom

DateTo

Valid

Figvre 22; Closs cliogrclln

III.6. MeppTNG To IRoHA BrocrccHAIN
To complete the design of any software system, the final phases require the

conversion of the conceptual layer models into logical data models to be easily

implemented into the physical datalayer in the development phase. This means that
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at the design phase we need to have enough information about the physical data

model. In our case we have no usual physical data model. We have a blockchain

and we need to develop a logical model accordingly.

All the classes of our model and their related use cases need to find appropriate

mapping to Iroha platform and get bound with concrete Iroha entitieso transactions and

actions.

III.6.1. ACCOUNTS

Iroha platform defme accounts as an entrty that is able to perform specified set of

actions. Each account belongs to one of existing domains. An account has some

number of roles (can be null) - which is a collection of permissions. As this is

similar to ow Account concept we'll map it directly to that. However, Iroha account

needs a domain and a set of permissions so we need to speciff them.

111,6.2. DOMAIN

This concept isn't available in our conceptual domain but required by the koha

platform, we use a single global domain: "DZACHAIN".

I I I.6.3. CREDENTIALS

Credentials are the main concept in our design. To monitor credentials handling we

decided to represent each credential by an asset in ow system which are created

only by the admin account '.CVA". Asset is defured in Iroha context as any

countable commodity or value and each asset is related to one of existing domains.

Each asset is defrned by a unique ID, a domain ID and a precision. In our case we

completely ignore this latter and we have only one domain which make the second

attribute also not very useful for now (may become very important in future

extensions).

Because no additional information can be stored in the asset strucfirre, asset

identifies will be used to fetch the details of a certain diploma from an extemal file.

This file contains a complete set of all the diplomas; it has to be published, kept up

to date and digitally signed by the ministry of higher education.
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111.6.4. CNTDEI{TIAL ISSUER

Since the issuer has an account we merge them and add its athibutes to the account

entity.

Deliver Credentials use case

The Issuer need have suflicient amount of each asset such as each credential

delivery require a quantity of one of the corresponding asset. This means this

amount is exactly equal to the number of the diplomas to be delivered by that same

issuer.

The issuer will then transfer one asset to each graduate's account and then modi$i

the details of the account to add information related to the delivery of the credential.

Both these operations are realized in the form of transactions which are recorded in

the blockchain and will be manifested 'tn "the world state vietr" of each peer in the

network. Specifically, the database will be updated to record that the graduate's

account now has that credential. This update has no effect until the CVA validates it

which adds an extra protection layer against:

- 
Human error

- 
Assets diverting

o Incapacity ofthe credential holder to request his credential (ex death)

This account needs also a set of permissions to achieve the related use cases. We

create a specific role "issuer" to group the required permissions (table 20).

Permission Name

Get own account information

Get holder's account information

Set own account information

Set credential holders account information

Get own transactions

Get assets information

Transfer assets

Receive assets

Tcrble 2O; Creclenticrl lssuer's perntissions
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I I I.6.5. CnTDENTIAL HoLDER

This entity is also merged with its account which has the role'holder". It has almost

a passive role except granting or revoking the permission to view its own WX

records and credentials. The list of permissions of this role is illustrated in table 21 .

I I I.6.6. EMPLoYER

This entity is merged with its account. An employer has four use cases :

- 
Authenticate

- 
View CV

- 
View WX records

- 
Record work experience

Record work experience

The employer handles only one asset which denotes every work experience

certificate. Sufficient amount of this asset must be available to deliver as much

certificates. Each certificate record requires a quantity of one of the WX asset.

The employer, after transferring one WX asset to the employee, modifies the details

of its account to add information related to the position the employee was holding.

Both these operations are realized in the form of tansactions which are recorded in

the blockchain. To avoid fraud and wrong certificates, this modification won't have

any effect until the LIA validates it.

This account needs also a set of permissions to achieve the related use cases. We

create a specific role "employer" to group the required permissions (tabla 22).

Permission Name

Get own account information

Get own transactions

Get assets information

Receive assets

Grant/Revoke permissions

Tcrble 2i ; Credenficrl Holder's oerrnissiorrs.
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Permission Name

Get own account information

Get holder's account information

Set own account information

Set credential holders account information

Get own transactions

Get assets information

Transfer assets

Receive assets

Tobleau 22r Enrl;loyer's pernrissiorrs.

T11.6.7, CVA & LIA

Those entities have an account with the role "admin" which has the largest set of

permissions in the system.

Permission Name

Get account information (all managed account)

Set account information (all managed account)

Get transactions (all managed transactions)

Get assets information

Transfer assets

Receive assets

Create accounts

Add nodes

Add/Substract assets quantities

Create domains

Remove nodes

Create roles

Attach role

Detach role

Grant permissions

Revoke permissions

Tcrbleou 23; Admin's pelnrissions
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III.6.8. WORK EXPERIENCE

WX is handled in the same way as the credentials in our system; the major

difference is that we only have one asset which represents all the WX instances.

The LIA has to adda large amount of that asset and only send the needed amount to

the employer's account to monitor WX certificates delivery. Before an employer

can be able to record a WX certificateo he will first request a WX asset transfer from

the LIA with the related evidences. Then it sends a quantity of one WX asset to the

credential holder (employee) and modifies its account details to include information

about that WX. Before this update takes effect, LIA must first check it and validate

it.

I I I.6.9. GrNEs Is BLoCK

This is the first block of our blockchain which contains only zeros in the 'hash of

previous block" field. This block contains the transactions (commands) that allow

the creation of the basic entities of our system.

- 
The tansaction which adds the first peer of our network.

- 
The creation of the previously mentioned roles with their specified

penrrissions "admin", "issuer'','holder" and "employer".

- 
The creation of the two adminishation accounts "CVA'' and "LIA" and

appending the role "admin" to both of them.

- 
The creation of or.u only domain "DZACIIAIN'.

ITI.7. BrocrcHAIN NETwoRK

Our blockchain is permissioned (private) which means that each peer in our

peer-to-peer network is well known and not anonymous like for example the bitcoin

peers. Ourpeers are added by the admin which is a government agency and they are

connected through the internet. Each crpdential issuer or employer who want to take

part in the system can choose whether to host an Iroha node or not, if they would

like to, they would have to ask for the admin of the system (LIA or CVA) to add

ttrem, after offering the necessary information to confirm they are legitimate

corporations, after the admin verifies their identity he would add them as peers to
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the system which means that they would get a copy of the blockchain and they

would participate in the consensus mechanism and the process of validating the

blocks. The reason employers and the credential issuer's would want to spare

resources to take part in the network is to be able to confirm themselves the

legitimacy of the system and that there is no fraud. The government should also

have its own peers wherever they would station the administration offices, whether

a single office in the capital, or one for each disfict. The peers run by the

govemment are not special and they do the same work other peers do. The more

peers in our permissioned blockchain, the more secure and trustworthy our system

is.

III.8. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we frst explain why the blockchain is needed in the higher

education certification system. Theno we present some of the blockchain platform

available and the reason we chose to use Hyperledger Iroha instead of other

platforrrs. We lastly present our DZACHAIN system's design and how to map all

the concepts within it to the hoha universe which will be later on stored in the

blockchain and viewed through the WSV.
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"Undoubtedly, its best applications are yet to come"
Don and Alex lapscott

Chapter IV

IMPTEMENT{TION

I n this chapter, we present the implementation of our system

I which represents the last step of our work and we illustrate a

part of what we tried to make in the previous chapters. We will try

to show the main elements of our application, starting with the

different tools and technologies which allowed us to realize it.

After that, we present the architecture of our system both

frontend and backend applications and how we used docker and

docker-compose to deploy the different concepts we explained in

the previous chapter. Finally, we present some screenshots of our

application.

fV. 1. DrvrroPMENT TECHNoLoGIES

To achieve this work we had to deal with advanced tools. Figure 23 gives an

overview of the technologies and their versions used for the development of our

DZACI{AIN system. The DZACI{AIN application is developed using JavaScript

ES6 and the koha helpers' library. Ubuntu 18.04 is used as the operating system

since the Hyperledger Iroha platform works best. The frontend is developed using

Vuejs with Vue-router which allows development of single page applications and

Vuex for Vue components storage.
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The node of DZACFIAIN system is managed by a single docker-compose file.

Ed255l9js is the public key signatures source we used for generating the same key

pairs that hoha uses. gRJC web proxy is also used to connect front end to lroha.

Name Version

Hyperledger Iroha 1.0.0

gRPC web proxy r.19.0

Iroha-helpers 0.6.4

Ed25519js 1.3.0

Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS

Vue 2.6.rc

Vue-router 3.0.2

Vuex 3.1.0

Docker 19.03.2

Docker-compose 1.21.2

Figure ?3; Overvierv of developmerrt iechnologies crnd their version nunrber

IV.1.1 . Vur.J S

Vuejs is one of the software technologies that are widely used nowadays to

develop atfractive and user friendly applications. It is defined in its official website

as: "a library for building interactive web interfaces". t35] It is often referred to as

an open source JavaScrip framework but unlike other used technologies Vuejs is
not a fully developed framework and its only focus is on the view layer that is why

is it very easy to learn and use and to integrate with other libraries or existing

projects. Vuejs is not very large in size but it is still flexible and can be used in

combination with proper tooling and supporting libraries to develop sophisticated

Single-Page Applications.

IV.l.1.1. Basrc CoNCEPTS OF VUE.IS

Technically, Vuejs is focused on the ViewModel layer of the (Model-View-

ViewModel) MWM pattern, as illustated in Figure 24; it connects the View and

the Model via two way data bindings. Actual DOM manipulations and output

fonnatting are abstracted away tnto Directives and Filters.
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View

t
DOM

t
Plain JavaScript

Objects
t

Vue

Figvre 24t Model-View-ViewModel of Vue.is[35]

ViewModel: An object that syncs the Model and the View.

View: Is the aotual DOM that is managed by Vue instances.

Model: Is a slightly modified plain JavaScript object.

Directives: Are prefixed HTML attributes that tell Vuejs to do something

about a DoM element. A certain directive (v-on) can be used to bind event

listeners to DOM events.

Fibers: Filters are functions used to process the raw values before updating the

View.

IV.l .1.2. FEATURES oF VuE.Is

The main goal of Vuejs is to provide the benefits of reactive data binding and

composable view components with an API that is as simple as possible:

Reactive Data Binding

At the core of Vuejs is a reactive data-binding system that makes it extremely

simple to keep the data and the DOM (Document object model) in sync. In plain

words, it means that a special syntax is used in normal HTML templates to "bind"

the DOM to the underlying data. Once the bindings are created, the DOM will then

be kept in sync with the data. whenever you modiff the data the DoM updates

accordingly. [35]
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Component System

The Component System is an abstraction that allows a developer to build large-

scale applications composed of small, self-contained, and often reusable

components.[35] In Vuejs, every component is simply a Vue instance. Components

form a nested tree-like hierarchy that represents the application's interface.

I igule 2.5; Co;rr1:crrrerri free[351

Routing

Vuejs provides an interface to change what is displayed on the page based on the

ctrrent URL path, regardless of how it was changed which is a big advantage for

single-page applications.

1V.1.2, GRPC AND GRPC wEB PRoXY

gRPC is a modern open source high performance RPC (Remote Procedure Call)

framework that can run in any environment which was initially developed at

Google. It can efficiently connect services in and across data centers with pluggable

support for load balancing, tacing, health checking and authentication. It is also

applicable in last mile of distributed computing to connect devices, mobile

applications and browsers to backend services. [36]

Functionality of 9RPC

In gRPC a client application can directly call methods on a server application on a

different machine as if it was a local object, making it easier to create distributed

applications and services. As in many RPC systems, gRPC is based around the idea

of defining a service, speciffing the methods that can be called remotely with their

parameters and return types. On the server side, the server implements this interface

;
.--'I"
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I '-, ---.-n
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and runs a gRPC server to handle client calls. On the client side, the client has a

stub (referred to as just a client in some languages) that provides the same methods

as the server. gRPC clients and servers can run and talk to each other in a variety of

environments as shown in Figure 26 bellow. [36]

By default gRPC uses protocol buffers, Google's mature open source mechanism

for serializing structured data (although it can be used with other data formats such

as JSON)

Figure 26; gRPC request/response porodigm.[36]

gRPC-Web

gRPC-Web is an innovative specification that enables invoking gRPC services

from modem browsers. With gFJC-Web, it is extremely easy to build well-defined,

easy to reason about APIs between browser frontend code and microservices.[37]

Figvre 27t The role of the gRPC-Web proxy.[38]

or"rr=--i-.or^_\
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The gRPC web proxy is a small reverse proxy that can front existing gRpC servers

and expose their functionality using gRPC-Web protocol, allowing for the g1tpc

services to be consumed from browsers.[39] Figure 27 illustrates the basic role of
the gRPC webproxy.

IV.1.3. HYPERLEDGER IRoHA PLATFoRM

Hyperledger is a collaborative cross-industry effort created to advance

blockchain technology and Hyperledger Iroha is one of its projects. Iroha is a
permissioned blockchain platform implementation with a Byzantine fault-tolerant

consensus that was announced in May 2019 as another production-ready framework

released by the Linux Foundationos open business blockchain consortium.[46]

Hyperledger Iroha is the fourth active Hyperledger project to reach 1.0, following
Hyperledger Fabric, Hyperledger sawooth and Hyperledger Indy. Iroha was

initially developed by soramitsu, Hitachi, NTT Data and colu based on the

Hyperledger Fabric blockchain implementation. It is a distributed ledger project that

aims to provide a development environment where C++ 614 mobile application

developers can contribute to Hyperledger. Iroha is written in c++ incorporating

unique chain-based Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus algorithm, called yet

Another Consensus and the BFT ordering service. [47]

Hyperledger hoha was developed to help businesses and financial institutions

manage digital assets and also to contibute to a safer and more efficient society based

on the powerful blockchain technology. [3a] The koha platform introduced some new
interesting features [46] that other blockchain platforms like bitcoin and Ethereum

don't have, which include:

Simple deployment and maintenance: Iroha was designed to be simple and easy

to incorporate into infrastructural projects requiring disfributed ledger

technology. It allows users to perform common functions, such as creating and

transferring digital ass€ts, by using prebuilt commands that are in the system.

This negates the need to write curnbersome and hard to test smart contracts,

enabling developers to complete simple tasls faster and with less risk as

opposed to other platforms like Ethereum.

Variety of libraries for develope-rs.' koha project comes with a variety of
different libraries which include; Jav4 JavaScript, python and ioS swift



libraries. It also emphasizes mobile application development with client

libraries for Android and iOS.

Role-based access control: Iroha uses a role-based access control system to

limit actions of its users, where each role has specific permissions. This system

helps in implementing use cases involving user groups having difforent access

levels, ranging from the weak users, who can't even receive asset hansfer to the

super-users.

Modular design, driven by command-query separation principle: The

manipulation of accounts and digital assets is supported with the small set of

fast commands and queries.

- 
lsssls and identity management: Itoha can be used to create services for users,

including mobile applications for managing digital assets, identity, and

contracts.

The consensus algorithm YAC: Iroha has a unique consensus and ordering

service algorithms compared to other platforms with BFT class reliability.

Distinctive features of YAC algorithm include scalability, performance and

Byzantine fault tolerance.

Modern, domain-driven C++ design: Iroha is written in C**, making it ideal

for use cases where high performance and reliability are needed, or for

embedded systems. It also lowers maintenance efforts and increases simplicity

of use for API consumers (designers of blockchain-powered applications).

rV.1.3.1. CORE CONCTPTS OF IROHA

The hoha platform consists of many entities which have relations with one another.

We will see in this section the basics of Iroha and the different objects inside and

outside the system by defining each of the entities and explaining their roles in the

system. We will see what is in a block in the koha platform and what is its structure

and the basic building blocls of a Hyperledger Iroha network which are assets,

account, and domains.
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IV,1.3.1,a, Accoutgr

It is an koha entrty that is able to perform specified set of actions. Each account

belongs to one of existing domains. An account has some number of roles, where a

role is a collection of permissions in which a permission is basically a rule that

gives the privilege to an account to perform a certain command. [48]

IV.1.3.1.b. AssET

It is any countable commodity or value. Each asset is related to one of existing

domains. For example, an asset can represent any kind of such units - currency unit,

a bar of gold, real estate unit, etc. [48]

IV.1.3,1.c. D0MAIN

It is a named absfaction for grouping accounts and assets. For example, it can

represent anorganization in the group of organizations working with lroha. [48]

IV,1.3.1.d, BlocK

Like other blockchain platforms, transaction data is permanently recorded in blocks

which are organized into a linear sequence over time. Blocks are signed with the

cryptographic signatures of Iroha peers, voting for this block during coruiensus.

Signable content is called payload. A transaction in Iroha is an ordered set of

commands, which is applied to the ledger atomically, which means that any non-

valid command within a transaction leads to rejection of the whole tansaction.

1V.1.3.1.e. CouunNDs AND Qurnrcs

There two different kinds of operation one can perform in the network; commands

and queries. A command is an intention to change the state of the network whereas

a query is a request to Iroha that does not change the state of the network.

NT1.3.2. ARCHITEcTURE oF Inogn
The basic architecture of an Iroha blockchain network has a four-tier architecture,

as you can see in Figure 28. The first of these layers interact directly with clients

(Any application that uses hoha), and as you move down the layers the final layer

refers to storage of the ledgers and blocks.
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TorilAPllevel

Peer inleraction level Network

Chain businesslogiclevet t Si*trr" I fvarH"r-*l
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Storage level 
I
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Figure 28: Hyperledger lroho Architeciure.[49]

1V.L.3.2,a. API LBvrl

The two components, which make up the first layer at the API level of interaction is

Torii and the model classes. Torii rcfers to the client interface that users interact

with, and model refers to the system entities that represent network resources.

The Torii component refers to the input and output API interface used by clients to

interact with the Iroha system. You can connect to peers on the Iroha network using

the Torii APIs. Torii is a simple gRPC server, which is an open source RpC

protocol, and the clients RPC callto Torii interfaces are non-blocking, which means

Torii is an asynchronous seryer. The Torii APIs are used for transactions, which

include both commands and queries.

IV.1,3.2.b. PEER IntrnecuoN LEVEL

The next layer of components in the Iroha architecture diagram forms the peer

interaction level. This comprises of network components, as well as consensus

algorithms. The network components define how the peers on an Iroha network

interact with each other in exchange messages, and consensus algorithms determine

how a new block is added to the blockchain.

Peers

A peer is a node which is part of the network. All peers on an Iroha network are

known and identified; they possess an address, identity, and trust in the form of a

key pair. Each peer on the network has its own unique digital identity, and all peers

on an koha network maintain their own copy of the shared ledger. Now there are

different kinds of peers on an Iroha network based on the functions they perform.

Peers can be thought of as validating peers who participate in validating

transastions and non-validating peers. There are two kinds of validations that are

performed on an koha network, stateful, as well as stateless validation.
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- 
Stateless Validation: a validation that is performed in Torii and typically

involves checking to see that the transaction is well formed, including the

signatures.

- 
Stateful Validation: stateful validation checks the tansaction against the

latest updated state of the ledger.

1Y.1,3,2.c. CHAIN Busrurss Loctc Lnysl

This level of components in the koha architecture works with the business logic of

the blockchain applications. This is the blockchain business logic level used to

simulate, validate, and synchronize fransactions. The simulator sets up a snapshot of

the current state of the ledger and runs the transactions against the snapshot. The

validator performs a stateful as well as stateless validation, and the synchronizer

ensures that all of the peers have the latest copy of the ledger.

IV.1.3,2.d. SToRAGE LEvEL

And finally, at the last layer is the Ametsuchi. This refers to the block storage that

actually stores blockchain components. This comprises of a block indexo a block

store, and a world state view of the ledger database.

TV.1.3.3. TRANSACTToN Ftow
The Figure 29 is an overview of ttre transactions' flow in an Iroha network. A

client is basically a software progtam that intbracts with the Iroha network and

submits a transaction to it. Transactions are first submitted to a stateless validating

peer via a Torii gate, where the peer will validate that the schema of the transaction

is set up correctlyo that the transaction has been signed by the sender whose identity

is known. After that, the ftansaction is first sent to the ordering gate, which is

responsible for choosing the right strategy of connection to the ordering service.

The ordering service puts tansactions into order and forwards them to peers in the

coruteff;us network inthe form of proposals. A proposal is an unsigned block shared

by the ordering service, which contains a batch of ordered transactions. In the next

step, proposals are only forwarded to stateful validating peers when the ordering

seniice has accumulated enough transactions, or a certain amount of time has

elapsed since the last proposaL $91
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Figure 29:Tronsoction flow in the lroho network.[49]

In the next step, each peer verifies the proposal's contents against the latest state of the

ledger (stateftl validation) in the Simulator and creates a block which consists only of

verified transactions. This is where the network checks for things like double spending,

ensuring that the sender indeed does have the asset to transfero and so on.

Proposed Block

Trrnsrctlona

I

I

t

:

tl
t-l

;

Transactlon
... . .. ...,.,.. .

Figure 30: Stoteful volidoting peer's proposed block.[49]

The input to a stateful peer is a proposal. The outputs from stateful peers are

proposed blocks (Figure 30). This is a proposed block that might be added to the

blockchain" and the action that stateful peers perform is to discard all of the

tansactions that were invalid within that block. Once stateful peers have performed

stateful validation of the transaction proposal and we have a proposed block. This

block is sent to the consensus gate that runs the YAC or Yet Another Consensus

logic. The YAC logic works with the proposed block of tansactions. The YAC

algorithm is Byzantine fault-tolerant. It can work in the presence of malicious nodes

because it checks to see whether two-thirds of the stateful peers agrce on this

proposed block. If they agree, consensus has been achieved, and this proposed

Statetul validating

Iffit Transaction
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verified block of transaptions is then broadcast to all nodes on the network. To

achieve this, validating peers are ordered in a list and a leader among them is

chosen. Peers will then send their signed proposed blocks which are called votes to

the leader. If the leader receives enough signed proposed blocks (i.e. more than two

thirds of the peers), then it starts to send a commit message, indicating that this

block should be applied to the chain of each peer participating in the consensus.

Once the commit message has been sento the proposed block becomes the next

block in the chain of every peer via the synchronaet l49l

TV .2,D r proymENT TECHNo LoGI E S

TheDZACHAIN system is deployed using Docker images for the backend system.

We have three different docker images which arc all run on the same computer inside

containers. A docker-compose file manage the deployment of the different docker

containers on our computer. The DZACHAIN system is made accessible via the

frontend web application that was developed, which contains separate dashboards for

each actor of our system; admins (LIA and CVA), credential holder, credential issuer

and employer. Figure 31 gives an overview of the technologies and versions used on

the virtual machine.

Name Version/Specifics

Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS 64-bir

CPU 1.60GHz x 4Intel i5

Memory 5.7 GiB

Docker t9.03.2

Docker-compose r.2r.2

Figure 3l : Overview of deployment technologies ond their version number

TV.2.1, DOCKER

Docker is an open platform for developing, shipping, and running applications.

Docker enables you to separate your applications from your infrastructure so you

can deliver software quickly. Docker provides the ability to package and run an

application in a loosely isolated environment called a container. Docker is written in
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Go and takes advantage of several features of the Linux kemel to deliver its

tunctionality. [40]

Docker uses client-seryer architecture. The Docker client talks to the Docker

daemon, which does the heavy lifting of building, running, and distributing the

Docker containers. The Docker client and daemon cofirmunicate using a REST APL

[40] Figure 32 illustrates the Docker architecture.

Client

docker build..

docker pul1 2

docker run

Figure 32r Docker Architecture Dicrgrom[40]

A container is a standard unit of software that packages up code and all its

dependencies so the application runs quickly and reliably from one computing

environment to another. Containers can communicate with each other through well-

defined channels.[41] Containers and virtual machines have similar resource

isolation and allocation benefits, but function difFerently because containers

virnnlize the operating system instead of hardware. [41] All containers are run by a

single operating-system kernel and are thus more lightweight than virtual

machines.[40]

TV.2.2. DOCKER COMPOSE

Compose is a tool for deflrning and running multi-container Docker

applications. With Compose, a YAML file is used to configure the application's

!
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services. Then, with a single conrmand, we can create and start all the services from

our configuration. [40]

Using Compose is a three-step process: [40]

- 
Define the app's environment with a Dockerfile so it can be reproduced

anywhere.

- 
Define the services that make up the app in docker-compose.yml so they can

be run together in an isolated environment.

- 
Run docker-compose up and Compose starts and runs the entire app.

The features of Compose that make it effective are:

- 
Multiple isolated environments on a single host

- 
Only recreate containers that have changed

- 
Moving a composition between environments

IV.3.AnCHTTECTURE

Our network comprises of two nodes created using Docker and run on the same

host computer using two different Docker configuration files. These two nodes are

used for test purposes.

Figure 33r DZACHAIN test clrchitecture

gRPC

Iroha node

postgtes
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IV.3.1. BACKEND

Each node of our network has the backend components which are the Iroha daemon

which runs on a separate container which has the role of running the Torii server

which receives transactions and executing the consensus mechanism, the Postgres

database which runs on another container where the world state view is actually

stored and the gRPC web proxy which also runs on a separate container has the role

of connecting our front end to the actual Iroha Torii gate which uses gRPC server.

To connect these different components we use a Docker network.

IV.3.2. FRONTEND

The frontend application contains functionality for the admins, credential holder,

credential issuer and employer dashboard. It communicates with the respective

backends via the gItPC web proxy.

IV A.ApprtcnuoN Ovr nvl Ew

Our DZACHAIN system offers five dashboardso two for admins (LIA and CVA),

one for credential holders, another one for credential issuers and one for employers.

We present in this section few screenshots.

Figure 34, docker imoges

Figure 35; Lounching lrohcr node with docker compose
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Figure 36: odrnin Iogin interfoce

Figure 3Z: crdnrin login interfoce
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Add'institution or credentiol issuer
+Icsisl0.. : l

- : : : :.::: .'

i000000002

a

Pirbekee

' ..
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Or lood from JSON

ffi
file

Figure 38: Add credentiol lssuet

Figure 39: Add credentiol holder

Or lood from JSON file
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IV.5.CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we present our DZACHAIN system implementatiorl both the

frontend application which is a Vuejs single-page website and the backend which is

the Iroha system with its gRPC server and the gRPC web proxy which allows our

frontend application to connect with the backend system. First, we present the

development specifics of our system as well as deployment specifics. Later, we

explain the architecture of our system and how it was deployed using Docker and

other technologies. Finally, we present some application interfaces.
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the applicability of blockchain in the

academic certification context and to come up with a blockchain based solution to

improve the processes of issuing and veriffing academic credential in the higher

education system. We contibute by DZACIIAIN blockchain system which is

dedicated to be adopted by the government. The system comprises of the backend

which is a blockchain based on the Hyperledger Iroha platform, and the frontend

which is a web application dedicated to be used by higher education institutes and

universities, employers and credentials holders. We also added an extension to our

system to allow employers to also record the work experience of the credential

holders under the administation of a specialized government office.

This project gave us a chance to work with advanced technologies and development

tools including Hyperledger Irohq Docker and Docker-compose, Vuejs and gRPC.

We discovered a new dimension in software design and development which

allowed us to deepen our knowledge in the area. However, we feel like just starting

because we arrwered a question and had many new others. As future work we

suggest the following a(es:

- 
Adding mobile application for credential holders

- 
Evaluating scalability of Iroha platform with real tests

- 
E>rtend the solution to other education and certification sectors

- 
Testing and comparing other platforms
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